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Quarterly Report
July – September 2016

THIS IS A LISTING OF MAJOR PROBLEMS AND NEEDS WITHIN THE WAGA-TV SERVICE AREA AND 
A SAMPLING OF THE NEWS PROGRAMS DIRECTED TO THESE ISSUES IN THE PRECEDING THREE 
MONTHS.

Description of Typical and Illustrative Programs

GOOD DAY ATLANTA: “GDA” is a daily program with local and national news, as well as interviews 
that address topical issues and the people affected by them.  
(Monday-Friday 4:30-10:00am, and Saturday-Sunday 6:00-8:30am)

FOX5 NEWS: In-depth local and national news.  
(Monday-Friday 12:00N-1:00pm; 5:00-6:00pm; and 11:00-11:30pm; 
Sunday, 11:00-11:30pm; and, 
Monday-Sunday, 6:00-7:00pm and 10:00-11:00pm)

Wednesday’s Child: The goal of this project is to give difficult-to-adopt children 
a fighting chance.  The Wednesday's Child program is nationally known and 
nationally successful in placing children in need of homes.   FOX5 News is now 
taking part in that success with a series of stories, benefiting the kids and the 
community.

The Georgia Gang: This show is Atlanta’s longest running public affairs 
program airing Sundays at 8:30a.m. (repeating at 11:30p.m.)  The weekly half-
hour program, hosted by Dick Williams, includes a panel discussion of a variety 
of timely topics and provides a forum for state and local issues.
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EDUCATION

7/5/16 8A/9A 2:00
Good Day Atlanta goes to dirt bike school, where most of the learning is done on two wheels

7/6/16 8A/9A 2:00
A history lesson about when the world met in Atlanta for the Centennial Olympic Games.  We visit the 
Environmental and Heritage Center in Gwinnett County

7/8/16 8A/9A 2:30
Wild about exotic animals, we learn more about  inhabitants of the North Georgia Zoo including lemurs, porcupines, 
kangaroos, wolves and more.

7/13/16 8A/9A 3:00
We take a roll on the Milledgeville Historic Trolley---an interactive history tour that teaches about the city that once 
served as the state capitol and holds an integral part in the state’s long history.

7/14/16 8A/9A 2:30
Young directors and film makers of the future study at the Marietta Summer Workshop aimed at students 14-18 
years of age---it affords participants hands-on experience in this vibrant industry now taking a foothold in the state 
of Georgia

7/18/16 7A/9A 2:00
Odd things that sell! Everything from egg cartons, empty toilet tissue rolls  to paper towel rolls; find out more of the 
weird items you could sell and make some extra money

7/19/16 8A/9A 2:30
The quintessential southern rock band:  The Allman Brothers Band .  Now   the “home base” for the band is a music 
museum for the band and much more---we take a closer look

7/25&26/16  6p & 10p 14:40
The FOX 5 I-Team continues its investigation of Georgia High School Football and allegations of recruiting 
violations. So many big time football recruits have transferred to Grayson High School in Gwinnett County, some 
refer to the school as the University of Grayson. Kenyatta Johnson was removed from his volunteer job as an 
assistant coach at Grayson after allegations of illegal recruiting cropped up. Johnson denies any improper contact. 
He says he never crossed the line. But the FOX 5 I-Team discovered in the social media world of Twitter, Instagram 
and Facebook, that line is getting more and more difficult to find.

7/26/16 5A/7A 1:45
What do teen drives need to do before they can get their license?  We have the ansewers

8/1/16 7A/8A/9A 2:00
Back to School look at Cobb County schools and its “Kid’s Talk” program

8/1/16 10p 3:00
Still Elementary School in Powder Springs is ground zero for efforts to establish an after school Satan Club by 
members of the Atlanta Chapter of the Satanic Temple.

8/8/16 5p 2:00
Fulton Co. officers hit the classroom to train for emergency situations as kids head back to school. 

8/11/16 9A 2:30
Educating yourself  about hidden treasures----whether it’s an old cabinet, Coke machine or a telephone
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8/12/16 7A/9A 2:00
Ride safety at carnivals and fairs----our I-Team takes a closer look at a Georgia company that has been cited several 
times---and we look at what are the rules

8/12/16 8A/9A 2:30
Honoring the Army Aviation Heritage Foundation---a group dedicated to keep the rich history of military flight 
alive.  Veterans educating the public about the role of Army aircraft from the Vietnam-era to the present day

8/15/16 8A/9A 3:00
The Georgia Aquarium celebrates Sea Lion Anniversary and the new home at the aquarium for rescued sea lions

8/16/16 5A/7A 1:25
Bamboo growing program that helps feed the Zoo Atlanta pandas

8/16/16 8A/9A 3:00
Back-To-School shopping made ease at Kidsignments Fall sale-====more than 15 thousand sellers take part in one 
of the largest such sales of its kind

8/18/16 7A/9A 1:15
Your college age students are back to school---but watch out.  There are many fraud scams aimed at college 
students---we arm them with the knowledge they need to keep the threats at bay

8/22/16 8A/9A 2:20
College Football Hall of Fame just in time to kick-off  the college football season and Atlanta’s Kick-off Classic

8/26/16 6p 2:30
A Satanist group is threatening a lawsuit against a Cobb County elementary school.  The group says the school must 
approve its application to form a club, or else disband a Christian club that’s already meeting at the school after 
school hours.

8/29/16 8A/9A 3:00
Student-run restaurant at the Art Institute of Atlanta offers a reasonable high-end lunch

9/6/16 6p 1:30
ITT technical college students... Frustrated, angry and confused. They found out today all 130 ITT tech campuses 
shut their doors. 40-thousand students across the country are now are left wondering what they're going to do.

9/7/16       5/6p     3:20
Developing tonight... By the time your kindergartner graduates from high school, the hope scholarship may no 
longer exist.  That's the conclusion of a report released last month.  But at least one state lawmaker calls the report a 
ploy by the gaming industry to get into Georgia.

9/20/16                  6p  1:30
Kennesaw State confirms that a former student hacked its network to change his grades.
In fact--investigators say when they went to investigate Chase Hughes--they found him with the user names and 
passwords of 35 k-s-u faculty members. Police say Hughes changed grades for some of his classmates, too.

9/23/16                     6p                     2:15
Students in Sandy Springs claim that school administrators retaliated against students angry over recent police 
shootings. The North Springs Charter high teens say one administrator forced a student to take off a Black lives 
matter t-shirt. But the school is telling a very different story.

9/23/16 8A/9A 3:30
Fernbank Museum of Natural History  opens up newest education display called the World’s Largest Dinosaurs---
with interactive and hands-on exhibits
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9/28/16                     5/6/11p                6:00
Every year -- students at schools around the country participate in See you at the Pole. That's when they gather at the 
flag pole to pray for their schools, friends, and communities. But students at Griffin high school say when they tried 
to pray this morning -- school administrators turned them away.

9/30/16               5/6/10p          5:15
Local school administrators say they're not laughing at a report of "creepy clowns" targeting their schools.  Police 
presence at some local schools has been heightened after social media reports that clowns are targeting those schools 
and those students.

9/30/16 5A/7A 2:45
122 people die from opioid overdoses every day across the nation---we speak with Georgia state law enforcement 
about the scourge and what pro-active education is being done to change and stop the trend

DRUGS & ALCOHOL

7/14/16          11p          1:43
Cobb county law enforcement, advocates, addicts, and others came together tonight for a symposium called "from 
arrest to recovery."  The purpose -- to combat a heroin epidemic that has claimed more than 100-lives in the past two 
years.  There was more than just talk.  Cobb County is also getting a new heroin recovery center.

8/4/16 10p 2:30
Community groups and Atlanta Police are working to reduce the use heroin and other drugs in an area called the 
“Bluffs.” 

8/11/16 11p 2:00
While some states have passed laws legalizing some form of marijuana use, the federal government still considers 
marijuana to be dangerous and illegal.  The Drug Enforcement Administration still classifies marijuana as among the 
most dangerous drugs

8/28/16 6p 2:15
Alpharetta undercover police and DEA agents found 10 pounds of meth worth over half million dollars in an 
apartment.  The drug house also had marijuana, guns, ammunition and cash but the most worrisome was that 5 
children were found living in the home.

9/15/16            5p                                2:45
A terrifying new drug has surfaced here in Georgia. It's called carfentynl. It's used to tranquilize large animals like 
elephants.  But the drug is being added to heroin -- and it's showing up in busts here in metro Atlanta. This has 
forced the GBI to take extra safety steps to protect its lab workers.

RACIAL TENSION/PREJUDICE/DISCRIMINATION

7/7/16      5/6p      2:00
People around the country --- and right here in Atlanta have reacted to these police shootings. 
We wanted to bring you different perspectives -- so we talked to the daughter of a civil rights icon -- and one of the 
top law enforcement officers in metro Atlanta.

7/11/16     10,11p    4:00
Not everyone responded to the events in Louisiana, Minnesota and Dallas by marching in the streets.
Some came together for what they called a "hip hop town hall meeting" in the Castleberry neighborhood of Atlanta.
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7/15/16        5, 6p          3:50
Protesting alone won't achieve real change, if demonstrators choose not to vote"-- that's the message coming from 
both lawmakers and "black lives matter" members.  Government officials and protest leaders came together in 
Atlanta today, encouraging people to vote in upcoming elections.

7/18/16        5, 6p       4:00
After recent deadly police shootings -- protesters took to the streets, fighting for days to be heard. Leaders of the 
black lives matter movement met with Atlanta Mayor Kasim Reed and police Chief George Turner. The meeting is 
just the beginning of the conversation.

7/18/16 8A/9A 2:00
Black Lives Matter and Mayor Kasim Reed meet---following several days of protest following the fatal shooting of 
black men by officers in other jurisdictions---and the fatal shooting of several Houston police officers

7/29/16    5, 6 , 10p    4:30        
The tragedy in San Diego brings the total number of police officer deaths by firearms this year to 33. Law 
enforcement across the country is on alert following the murders of officers in Dallas and Baton Rouge earlier this 
month. Now the question is do officers in Atlanta have enough fire power to protect themselves -- and you.

8/1/16 6p 2:30
Back in July, protestor Kevin Moran was hospitalized--after this encounter with Atlanta Police during a "Black 
Lives Matter" demonstration. On August 1, 2016, he had another encounter with Atlanta officers.
But this time, he had an attorney in tow. Moran filed a formal complaint against APD for excessive force.

8/2/16 10p 2:00
A Gainesville McDonald's employee was fired for refusing to serve Hall County deputies.. But residents are making 
a statement about their support for law enforcement officers.  Families dropped off items as part of a nationwide 
campaign. 

8/8/16 6p 2:00
After recent deadly police shootings -- leaders of the black lives matter movement met with Atlanta Mayor Kasim 
Reed to make demands for change. The mayor says that most are either already being done... or ones he cannot 
agree with.

8/15/16 5A/7A 2:15
A new initiative is working to educate at-risk and all youth to navigate interacting with the law enforcement 
community

8/25/16        6p 1:00       
Activists are demanding action- In the police shooting death of an unarmed "air force' veteran. It's been more than a 
year since "Anthony Hill" was killed. Witnesses say he was naked--and crazed--when he was shot down by "Officer 
Robert Olsen." DeKalb County's district attorney has been voted out-- and will be replaced. These activists fear that 
will slow down this case even further.

8/31/16 6p 1:00
A proposed Mosque in Newton County despite opposition will move forward. 

9/19/16          10/11p                 2:40 
Coweta county sheriff deputies say a 72 year old man pointed his gun at a group of construction workers--all while 
yelling racial slurs. That man was arrested and charged.

9/20/16                5/6/10 p                    4:35
A developing story out of Newton County where people have come together for a religious freedom demonstration. 
This comes just one day before the county's moratorium on houses of worship expires. The county commission put 
that moratorium in place after residents objected to a new mosque in the county. 
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9/21/16                  6/10p                                    4:20
Five people broke into Dorothy Dow’s home, beat her, robbed her, and set her on fire--but even on her deathbed—
Dow's family says she asked them to pray for her attackers. And that's why they're so upset about what some see as a 
white power rally near their mother's home. Grantville’s city manager says the group promotes a white pride 
agenda—but Dow’s family says they want no part of it.  

9/22/16            6p                              1:15
What is going on at Archer high school? Fox five has gotten phone calls, emails and tweets from students and 
parents complaining racial tension at the school--- are now at a dangerous high and the situation at the school is 
tense.

9/23/16        6/10/11p                   6:15
Protests lead by the Georgia NAACP is just now getting underway. The group says it will march through downtown 
from the Center for civil and human rights to bring attention to the police shooting deaths of Keith Lamont Scott in 
Charlotte and Terrance Crutcher in Tulsa.

9/26/16          5/6p                4:55
This simple cake caused a lot of controversy in McDonough. A woman claims the Walmart bakery initially refused 
to make the cake for her father's retirement from the police department.
Jordan Harkins says she asked for a cake that had a thin blue line on it to symbolize support for law enforcement. 
But she says three people refused her request -- and said it might be considered racist.

9/28,29,30&10/03                              5p, 6p & 10p   23:53
Longtime Douglas County commission chairman Tom Worthan is caught on tape making racist comments about 
certain African-American candidates for local office. He tells the Fox 5 I-Team he was only being a politician trying 
to win a vote. The recorded comments caught a lot of people in Douglas County by surprise. It also caused quite an 
uproar among black Douglas County elected officials and community leaders who have called for the Chairman's 
resignation.  Worthan has repeatedly apologized for his remarks, but says he has no plans to step down.

ECONOMY 

7/1/16 7A/9A 2:30
The cost of  renovations and will it actually add to your home’s value.  We take a closer look at which may actually 
benefit the bottom line

7/11/16 7A/9A 2:15
The “side-hustle” otherwise known as a second job.   We take a closer look at the many websites that help you find 
and secure a second job to bring in additional revenue for your household

7/12/16 8A 3:00
Real Estate expert John Adams stops by to talk about the 7 Deadly Sins of Credit Scoring---and how to avoid

7/20/16 7A/9A 1:45
Living with your parents after college and beyond.  More and more families find themselves with young people at 
home as they sort out student loan debts, careers, and save money

7/25/16 8A/9A 2:30
A retro-style amusement park opens atop an old iconic department store that has been refurbished into the newest 
hip, urban city center LIVE, WORK, PLAY zone

7/25/16 7A/9A 1:30
Details about how banks process payments/checks and how it could mean overdrafts for you
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7/27/16 7A/9A 1:45
The team talks about the variations in car shopping based on demographics, age, income and explains the science

7/29/16 7A/9A 1:45
Second chance rent---for a fee this company claims to help people with bad credit and rental history to find property.
But there are many complaints that the company does not live up to its promises. We investigate

8/1/16 7A/9A 1:30
Men spend money on wedding gifts and weddings ---so if you want to save money don’t have your husband or 
boyfriend buy that wedding gift

8/2/16 5A/7A 1:45
The rules and regulations when it comes to those flashing lights and traffic arms on school buses on the roads

8/3/16 5A/7A 1:30
A program called “Direct Hire” is a job training program going the extra mile to help find people jobs

8/8/16 7A/9A 1:40
Grocery store freebies---just what will your local grocer or chain store do for you---you may be surprised—so we 
make a few calls and get you the details

8/8/16 5p 1:50
Computer problems at Delta Airlines caused frustrating delays for hundreds of passengers nationwide. 

8/8/16 5p 1:50
Hartsfield-Jackson Airport authorities reveal some of the firearms they’ve confiscated at security checkpoints and 
warn gun owners about packing heat at the airport. 

8/9/16 8A 3:00
Real estate expert is here to talk about home buying NOW, because prices are good, interest rates are low and tax 
benefits are strong

8/10/16 7A/9A 1:45
Mobile connectivity---you don’t have to pay the big network prices on contracts----we take a closer look at your 
mobile connectivity in the big city

8/11/16 11p 2:00
Atlanta leaders are moving forward with plans to demolish abandoned apartments in a blighted area of the city.  
Advocates say the plan to tear down the buildings will be one step toward revitalizing the troubled neighborhood.

8/12/16 5p 2:15
Managers at Atlanta’s Hartsfield Jackson Airport have a plan to reduce long lines at security checkpoints.  The plan 
involves closing some of the stores that do business at the airport, and changing the way the security lines are 
organized.  The goal is to improve the efficiency of air travel and make the process more pleasant.

8/12/16 10p 0:30
A Caterpillar plant in Thomasville began the first round of layoffs as part of a plan to close its doors by the end of 
the year. The plant has been one of the largest employers in Thomas County,

8/14/16 6p 2:00
Neighbors want answers from a Cobb County business after more than 2,000 gallons of carburetor cleaner spilled 
into the water of a creek.  People living nearby want to know how the spill happened, and what the business will do 
to clean it up.
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8/15/16 7A/9A 1:30
Home Depot agrees to settle a class-action lawsuit about the data breach----after complainants argued Home Depot 
was “willfully dismissive” about protecting its customers

8/19/16 7A/9A 1:50
Cashiers checks expire.  Believe it or not, sometimes documents/checks bought with cash do expire. We have the 
story of one man who inherited a box of cashiers checks—only to find out they were worthless

8/22/16 7A/9A 2:00
Instagram users are talking about a new scam called the “Ugly List”. Instagram users are fooled into thinking a 
friend tagged them in a mean-spirited prank----However, it really is just another “phishing” scam

8/23/16 8A 3:00
5 questions you need to ask before you rent—our real estate expert explains

8/24/16 7A/9A 1:00
Protecting Americans from fraud in light of the fact that half of Americans are victims of some type of fraud, 69% 
via malware, 42% via credit card fraud---what can lawmakers do or should do to help

8/31/16 7A/9A 1:25
Some retirement advice on this Labor Day weekend, specifically how to retire comfortably and how to avoid late-in-
life crisis

9/6/16 8A 3:00
Real Estate expert John Adams stops by to talk about what is “normal” wear and tear on your  rental home and/or 
apartment

9/7/16 7A/9A 1:40
If you have debt, the sooner you pay it off –the better.  Some quick tips on how to pay off your debt, debt 
consolidation, lines of credit and options and solutions.

9/12/16 7A/9A 2:15
As your young college aged students head off to school-----we take a closer look at some financial matters for your 
son or daughter away at school----including opening a checking account

9/14/16 9AM 3:00
Consumer & Technology reporter talks about innvoations and connections in the latest home technology.
Focusing on “smart” technology for your home

9/15/16      10/11p   3:05
Governor Nathan Deal declares a state of emergency for Georgia because of a fuel pipeline break in Alabama. The 
governor's action is aimed at making sure that Georgia drivers have an adequate supply of gasoline.

9/16/16 7A/9A 2:10
The cars that lost the longest, won’t die and are most dependable---we highlight the latest top vehicles as identified 
by Kiplinger Reports

9/19/16 7A/9A 1:45
September holiday shopping—that’s right there are financial benefits to starting early and pitfalls if you wait

9/19/16                 10/11p             3:10
You now have more options if traveling to or from the airport. The Atlanta city council cleared the way for Uber, 
Lyft and other rideshare companies to work at Hartsfield-Jackson.
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9/20/16 8A 3:00
Real estate expert John Adams talks bout dealing with roommates.  What are your legal obligations and more

9/21/16 9A 3:00
Consumer reporter Steve Noviello talks about Holiday travel and how NOW is the time to book your travel—after 
the busy summer holiday season—and before rates go up for end of year and holidays

9/21/16                  5/6p                       3:45
Nearly 200 complaints have poured into the attorney general's office from Georgians upset about alleged price 
gouging at the pump. But relief should be on the way--Colonial pipeline says they should be backing up and running 
this evening.  Inspectors discovered a leak in the Alabama pipeline earlier this month that led to a shutdown and pain 
at the pump.

9/26/16 7A/9A 1:45
Housing---don’t forget the closing costs when buying/selling real estate.  For many first time buyers---these are the 
costs they may have not figured on when they worked up a budget and down payment

9/27/16                 5pm                    2:30
It's been a rocky year for Georgia's health insurance exchange. In a matter of months -- Cigna, United Healthcare 
and Aetna all pulled out of the market. The providers that remain -- plan to hike their rates.

9/28/16 7A/9A 1:50
Furnace inspection time: in this consumer report we talk about getting ready for the  cooler/cold months ahead by 
getting your heating system ready

9/28/16 9A 2:45
Consumer & Technology reporter Steve Noviello reports LIVE from the new toy show---where he talks about toys 
we may see during holidays in 2017

9/30/16 7A/9A 2:30
Caveat Emptor “Buyer Beware” when it comes to buying used cars this year.    After the historic flooding in 
Louisiana this year---many of those cars may find their way to a used car lot near you---we let you know what to be 
on the look-out for, so you don’t lose out.

HEALTH/HEATHCARE

7/5/16      5P      2:40
Eating can be really tricky for people with irritable bowel syndrome.  Certain foods can trigger painful symptoms 
that make it difficult to function. But there is a diet that can help, if patients can stick with it.

7/5/16 5A/7A 1:30
Pregnant empathy suit helps teach safe driving for pregnant women by using a suit that  resembles late stage 
pregnancy behind the wheel

7/5/16 7A/9A 1:45
Study takes a closer look at how a change in diet can offer relief from IBS.  We here from a local gastrologist about 
the details and how much relief patients experience

7/6/16 7A/9A 2:15
Local couple shares their story about transplant surgery----where the wife received a kidney from her husband

7/7/16 7A/9A 2:00
Medications that transplant patients take leave them at higher risk for skin cancer.  We take a look at what this 
means for one woman who now must routinely visit the dermatologist
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7/7/16    5P      2:45
Organ transplants can both change and save lives. There are at least a quarter of a million Americans who've 
received a transplant. But there is a risk few people know about: organ recipients are up to 70-times more likely to 
develop skin cancer after their transplants.

7/11/16    5p      2:25
Carly Ezelle loves riding in her daddy's truck and playing in the water. And she has plenty of friends, if you count 
all the nurses and the doctors and hospital staffers in her life. That’s because Carly has spent the last year --- almost 
half of her life -- in and out of children's healthcare of Atlanta. But it hasn't dented her spirit.

7/12/16       5p      2:25
From "gung-ho" to "who cares" -- we all approach taking care of ourselves a little differently. But knowing your 
"health personality" may help you find ways to challenge yourself -- both at the gym and the dinner table.

7/12/16 7A/9A 1:45
Learn more about your health personality: are you health conscious, health challenged or health careless?
How do you use your health personality to your advantage

7/13/16        5p     2:30
Being stuck in a hospital bed isn't easy, especially when you're young, and nothing feels normal. That’s where "the 
songs for kids foundation" comes in. It's made up of a small army of volunteer musicians, who perform beside-
concerts.

7/14/16      5p      2:20
In a perfect world, exercising would be easy. We'd find something we enjoy, make time to do it and reap the health 
benefits. Maybe, we'd even shed a few pounds. But -- how do you find a workout that will really stick with you? 
And something you'll actually *want* to do day in and day out?

714/16 7A/9A 1:30
Every workout is NOT for everybody.  We take a close look at how to choose the best program for YOU

7/19/16 7A/9A 2:00
You can make up  for lost sleep by sleeping more---but there are some tricks you can incorporate to get better rest 
patterns that will help you more healthy and productive

7/19/16       5p       2:25
Summer vacations are a great way to unwind. But they may also help you fix a pretty common health problem: Your 
sleep schedule. Whether you're headed to a beach -- or planning a "staycation" --  we have ways help get your sleep 
back on track.

7/20/16         5,10p         2:06
This is 81-year-old Betty Lord--She's blind, but today-- for the first time ever-- she got to see her great 
grandchildren. Betty lost her sight ten years ago after complications from diabetes. Now she's trying a new device 
that allows her to see what she's been missing.

7/20/16      5p         2:35
Waiting is tough. But when your child's life hangs in the balance, it can be beyond difficult. Right now at children's 
healthcare of Atlanta, dozens of families are biding their time. Doctors are trying to find them donor hearts, livers or 
kidneys.

7/20&21&8/10&11 6p & 10p  16:40
A local cosmetic surgeon who was the focus of a FOX 5 I-Team investigation that began eight years ago is back in 
the headlines. Dr. Nathaniel Johnson pled guilty to Medicaid fraud and surrendered his medical license. But Cobb 
County police say they've heard from three women who claim Johnson is back practicing medicine and performing 
surgeries. Police arrested Johnson on a charge of practicing medicine without a license. The I-Team talked with a 
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cosmetic surgery patient who told police she is positive the man who performed her surgery was Nathaniel Johnson. 
Johnson denies the allegations against him. 

7/21/16    5P     2:20
As we age, it would be nice to find a way to turn back the clock and stay healthy. It turns out....the secret to staying 
strong may be right around the corner at your local gym. Experts say you're never too old to build muscle.

7/21/16 7A/9A 1:30
Strength training for seniors:  an important lifestyle development to maintain health for many

7/25/16     5P        2:20
When it comes to overcoming challenges, attitude is everything. And no one is a better example of that than the 
young woman you are about to meet. Megan Barie is only 21.  But she has the kind of strength and grace that takes 
most of us a lifetime to gain.

7/26/16 7A/9A 2:00
Inflammation diet help:  several ailments such as arthritis, sclerosis and lupus can cause inflammation—now a 
specialist reports that adjusting your diet can tame the symptoms.

7/26/16     5P       2:15
When we get an infection, our immune system kicks into overdrive and fights off germs. We need inflammation to 
help us heal. But many of us live with chronic inflammation and it may be taking a toll on our health.

7/27/16     5p          3:00
The symptoms are common and confusing. Fatigue, unexplained weight gain, feeling cold all the time. When Rick 
Meeder first developed some of these issues he had no idea what was happening. Until his doctor found the 
problem:  His thyroid.

7/28/16      5P       2:25
This year, thousands of Georgians will get some bad news from the doctor. They're at risk of developing "type 2" or 
weight-related diabetes. Right now more than 29-million Americans have been diagnosed with diabetes -- many 
more may be well on their way to a diagnosis.

7/28/16 7A/9A 1:45
Healthy Fats & Diabetes---we talk about the healthy diet that will keep you in good health if you suffer from 
diabetes

8/1/16 5p 3:30  
During his visit to Atlanta, President Obama spoke about the need for more support for our military.. but here in 
Atlanta, a new program called the Emory Healthcare Veterans Program is helping combat veterans heal from the 
"invisible" wounds of war. 

8/2/16 5p 2:50
It was brutal news for anyone with a fear of needles -- early this summer, the nasal flu vaccine was pulled off the 
market amid questions about its effectiveness. That means if you or the kids need a flu shot, the needle is your only 
option. But there may be a way to take the sting out of shots.

8/2/16 7A/9A 2:15
Taking the sting out of shots as kids head back to school.  A local pediatrician is here to talk about the options 
available to families

8/3/16 7A/9A 1:45
True Bill app---that helps you manage your medical prescriptions to minimize cost and maximize savings
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8/3/16 5p 3:00
About a third of women will experience pelvic pain at some point during their lifetime. For one metro area mother 
of two, the pain set in and wouldn't let up. She spent nearly three years trying to figure out what triggered the dull 
ache in her lower back. It was a little-known condition that is common in both women and men.    

8/4/16 7A/9A 1:30
Advice for parents as they get their kids ready for school

8/4/16 5p 2:30
Many students across north Georgia are already back in the classroom...those who aren't will be in just a few days. 
After a summer of freedom, getting back into a good sleep routine -- and back on a schedule -- is challenging.

8/5/16 5p 3:10
In South Florida, health officials are ramping up their efforts to stop the spread of the Zika virus.
This after 14 people within one Miami community tested positive for the virus. This first local outbreak comes as 
the CDC warns the money needed to fight Zika is quickly running out.

8/6/16 6p 2:00
A mother says an annual health fair helped save her daughter’s life.. Even calling it a miracle. 

8/8/16 5p 3:20
Close to a million and a half Americans have a common heart problem -- a leaky tri-cusped valve?
For people with severe symptoms, open heart surgery may be the best option to repair the heart valve.
But that was too risky for one woman in Bartow count, so she decided to try an experimental heart procedure at 
Piedmont Atlanta Hospital.

8/8/16 5p 2:40
To floss or not to floss? Dentists say they see the benefits everyday but some researchers say they’re not much proof 
to suggest flossing helps. We help you decide what to do. 

8/9/16 7A/9A 2:15
An expert gives us the details on how to keep your nails healthy—plus what you can do to make sure you nails stay 
healthy

8/9/16 7A/9A 1:45
The newest trend in physical fitness---the Crossfit craze.  We give you the details and benefits

8/10/16 5p 3:40
Father of five, Mark Rosenthal, travelled to Mexico to undergo an experimental stem cell transplant.
He hopes this promising -- but very expensive treatment will keep his MS from progressing.

8/11/16 5pm 2:30
Nail salons are a common source of infections and the spread of fungus. But customers can look out for signs that 
their salon is healthier and safer when it comes to controlling the spread of infection.

8/11/16 7A/9A 2:00
Consumer Alert---nail techs.  Does your nail technician know what they’re doing? And how do you pick the right 
one?  We give you the tools to make smart, educated decisions in the marketplace.

8/12/16 5p 2:30
Scientists are investigating the conditions that are allowing the Zika virus to spread from the Florida area that was 
the site of the first outbreak in the United States.  Experts say that summer heat, humidity and rain promote 
mosquito breeding and the spread of Zika.
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8/15/16 8A 2:30
Health expert stops by to talk about do’s and don’t’s when it comes to vitamins and supplements

8/16/16 7A/9A 1:30
More healthy nails---including a nail technician instruction gives you some guidelines

8/16/16        5p         2:30
When it comes to our nails, some of us have some pretty nasty habits.... We chew our nails.
We bite off those little hang-nails. We steal our roomie's clippers. All of those things can land us with a pretty nasty 
infection.

8/17/16        5p          2:30
Many of us volunteer as a way to give back all the blessings we've had in life. And when we do it, it feels good!
But a new study shows there's a *hidden benefit to paying it forward. It may help us grow older more gracefully.

8/18/16        5p         2:20
Many of us have struggled -- at some point -- with tendonitis. We've worked out -- or gone through the motions at 
work -- then the pain sets in. It can be rough! We explain what causes tendonitis and how to find relief. 

8/18/16 7A/9A 2:00
Tendonitis Trouble:  this is a frustrating disease than impact many parts of your body.  From your hands to your fee-
--a physical therapist tells us what might trigger an onset—and what you can do to remedy the pain

8/19/16         5p         1:35
It's a problem with subtle warning signs. Your child may struggle to see the whiteboard at school. Or moving closer 
to the t-v to watch a favorite show. Nearly one third of Americans are near-sighted. And the problem typically first 
appears in childhood. New research shows screen-time may play a role in the eye disorder.

8/22/16 5p         2:15
Every 40-seconds, someone in the U.S. has a stroke. It's the fifth leading cause of death in America, and the number 
one cause of lasting disability. A stroke happens when a clot or a bleed disrupts the normal blood flow to the brain. 
Fast treatment is critical. But an expert panel says stroke survivors need much more than that in the long run.

8/23/16 7A/9A 2:30
A Gwinnet county man needs a kidney—and although he is on a list since 2015—he now resorts to social media in 
addition to the ‘wait list’---plus he is resorted to other outreach methods to find a donor.

8/23/16 7A/9A 2:00
Protecting the crown (in your mouth) When is it best to go with a crown instead of a large filling and what type 
might be the best for you---a dentist explains the pros and cons

8/24/16         5p       2:35
Tom Russell rarely takes a break from his daily workout. Not for the heat, or the winter cold, or for cancer. And the 
Cobb County man has battled prostate cancer not once, but twice. Staying active -- and even competing -- through 
surgery and radiation.

8/25/16        10p, 11p        2:30
A Barnesville man is calling his new kidney "a miracle." And it's not just because the transplant operation went 
well.. He discovered after waiting nearly three years for a new organ that his wife was a perfect match.

8/25/16         5p           3:15
A major about-face from the maker of the epi-pen today. Mylan Labs says it's increasing its drug savings program 
from one hundred dollars off to three hundred dollars off. This comes after the company was accused of hiking the 
price of the allergy rescue medication nearly 400 percent! One mom went to pick up refills of her son's epi-pens this 
week. And the new price was more than six hundred dollars!
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8/25/16 7A/9A 2:15
Wheelchair-bound woman makes it a point to still get a workout---fighting a crippling disease and proving to be an 
inspiration for many

8/25/16 7A/9A 2:30
Everyone ages, but how do you make sure you age gracefully?  A physician offers some advice on some of the best 
way to grow older

8/26/16 5p 2:00
A Brookhaven mother is learning how to live without the use of her hands and legs. She had her limbs amputated 
after she contracted sepsis, and the life-threatening infection overwhelmed her in a matter of days.

8/29/16 5pm 1:40
Drug maker Mylan will launch the first generic version of the Epipen that costs approx. half of the leading brand. 

8/30/16 7A/9A 1:45
Emory doctor talks about why belly fat is the worst fat you can have---and why sit ups aren’t the best way to ger rid 
of  this type of fat

9/1/16 7A/9A 2:00
Belly fat is not a good thing:  Dr. Bergquist explains why belly fat is the worst fat you and have, and why.

9/1/16      5pm     2:35
As we get older, we tend to get a little wider around the middle. So we buy a bigger belt and suck it all in for photos. 
Maybe we invest in a body-shaper. It's no big deal, right? Actually, belly fat is a really big deal when it comes to our 
health.

9/2/16     5pm       2:15
Infertility is a long, tough road for many couples. When traditional methods just weren't working, one couple found 
hope in a new kind of adoption.

9/6/16      5pm          2:25
29-million Americans struggle with diabetes. Another 89-million have blood sugar that is too high. Diabetes can be 
managed with physical activity, healthy eating and, if necessary, medication to control blood glucose levels.

9/6/16 7A/9A 2:00
Blood sugar triggers a diabetic warning story.  Besides your diet there are a number of things you may not pay 
attention to that can cause a spike in blood sugar:  anything from lack of sleep to lack of brushing your teeth.

9/8/16 7A/9A 2:45
Aging gracefully-----tips  on the best way to grow older

9/13/16 7A/9A 2:30
A look at some healthy tips from an OB-GYN on taking care of yourself and the baby during pregnancy

9/15/16 7A/9A 3:00
A powerful and deadly drug normally used to tranquilize elephants is finding its way to the streets.   DEA officials 
fear it is being used to cut heroin---and multiple busts alert the law enforcement community to this grave threat

9/20/16 7A/9A 2:45
Menopause backlash:  menopause impacts heart disease, diabetes and stroke risk in women.  And doctors say it is all 
tied to health issues prior to menopause and loss of estrogen afterwards.  Grady Healthcare physician explains
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9/22/16 7A/9A 2:30
Kids and Heart disease---we talk about why you need to watch your child’s diet---since too much sugar may impact 
your child’s heart health. This leading up to the weekend Heart Walk

9/27/16 7A/9A 1:45
Insurers are dropping out of the Obamacare Marketplace, so what do you do? Your options may be reduced and 
experts insis you need to start shopping now for your health care coverage

9/29/16 7A/9A 2:30
Sugar kids: the American Heart Association study suggests children should not take in more than 6 teaspoons of 
added sugar a day.  So what does that look like when you are preparing meals & snacks for your family?  A dietician 
helps us work through the process.

HOMELESS/HUNGER

7/28/16 9A 1:45
Thrift store shopping for back to school

9/1/16 7A/9A 2:50
I-Team investigates a homeless outreach organization under investigation for NOT delivering on the promises it 
gives to clients in need.  The organization Jars of Clay face  investigation for “unfair and deceptive” business 
practices.

9/28/16 5A/7A 2:00
Metro Atlanta middle school establishes a food bank---since so many students find themselves in need of food 
resources on weekends and breaks----part of the regional MUST Ministries outreach programs

9/27/16 8A/9A 3:15
The Atlanta Community Food Bank and its Community Garden Project:  this program serves a network of nearly 
150 gardens in neighborhoods around metro Atlanta providing resources to help make those gardens a rich source of 
food

WEATHER/DISASTERS

7/6/16       5, 6p      2:00
Today's storms brought down the covering over a gas station in East Cobb. And the damage is pretty significant but 
thankfully no one was injured when the top came down.

7/21/16      10, 11p         2:00
Severe thunderstorms made their way through metro Atlanta this evening... Causing damage, especially in Gwinnett 
County. Fire officials tell us they responded to at least three house fires caused by lightning strikes there.

8/4/16 5p 1:30
The drought conditions have had a big effect on one of Georgia's most famous crops -- peaches. Less water makes 
peaches small -- and more expensive.

8/13/16 6p 1:30
Devastating floods are impacting several southern states.  At least two people have died, and hundreds have been 
forced from their homes.  More rain remains in the forecast.

8/17/16    10p, 11p        3:20
At least 13 people are dead after flooding in Louisiana... And at least 30-thousand have been rescued. And more 
than *twice* that number have asked for federal assistance. Some Georgians are rolling up their sleeves to pitch in 
and help those affected by the historic flooding
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9/1/16      5/6/10/11p      6:00
Right now -- forecasters expect hurricane Hermine to make landfall in the overnight hours -- and people in Florida 
and South Georgia are using these last few hours to get ready. They have very little time left to secure their homes, 
buy supplies, and get to safety. We have team coverage of Hurricane Hermine. 

9/14/16    10p                          1:45
It's dry here, but that isn't the case for other parts of the state. Tropical storm Julia is making a big mess along the 
Georgia coast. It's dumping heavy rain and leaving some streets looking like rivers. Fox 5's Aunglique Proctor is in 
Brunswick where people saw some of the heaviest storms.

GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS & ORGANIZATION

7/1/16      5, 6 & 10p      6:00
Disturbing numbers about increasing crime in Atlanta. We've learned that the number of murders in June was triple 
what it was during June of last year. Fox 5 asked city leaders what can be done about the increase. 

7/5/16      5, 6p      3:00
The FBI has decided that Hillary Clinton will not face charges over the use of a private server for official emails. 
Fox 5 spoke to people on both sides of the controversy about the decision. 

7/8/16      5, 6p      4:00
Today has been especially hard for those of you who have family members and friends who work in law 
enforcement. And many of you look at the officers who protect your neighborhood as family. Now the question is 
what Atlanta is doing to make sure the officers who protect you are safe.

7/12/16       5, 6p       3:10
Right now, neighbors in a Cobb County subdivision are holding a protest after learning that crews are building a 
cemetery in their backyards. Homeowners say no one ever notified them of the plans and they want it stopped.
The outrage here is already leading to some changes.

7/12/16      5, 6, 11p        3:00
Ousted Atlanta fire Chief Kelvin Cochran testified on Capitol Hill in support of the first amendment defense act 
today. The bill seeks to protect the jobs of federal employees who express their belief that marriage should solely be 
between a man and a woman.

7/12/16     5, 6p       3:00
Local police are teaming up... With "Peachtree Corners" city leaders. To cut crime. Specifically--they're targeting 
"apartment complexes".  And other "multi-family communities" in and around Peachtree Corners.  According to 
police, this program won't just cut crime, it will boost property values.

7/14/16 5A7A 2:00
South Metro express lanes.  New construction on the I-75 express lanes is moving along and expected for early late 
2016 or early 2017 completion---we take a closer look.

7/19/16      5, 6p     4:40
Fox 5 was the "only station" to sit down with Atlanta's mayor today to talk about the on-going protests in our city. 
"Black Lives Matter" leaders met with Mayor Kasim Reed yesterday to discuss their concerns. But some gathered 
on the steps of city hall -- saying they were "unhappy" with the results of that meeting, and wanted to discuss more 
"proactive solutions" to promote peace, and stop violence.

7/20/16     5, 6p      4:00
Atlanta's police chief admits he's having a hard time recruiting enough officers to protect the streets. Chief George 
turner says negative encounters between citizens and police -- like the recent shootings in Louisiana and Minnesota -
-and the murder of cops in Dallas and Baton Rouge -- hurt efforts to hire enough officers. 
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7/20/16-7/22/16 7A/8A 2:30
GOP Convention coverage during election year from Cleveland, OH

7/22/16 7A/9A 2:45
Problems at the HOA (Home Owners Association) our I-Team takes a close look at an HOA president who is at 
odds with a majority of the homeowners—now legal suits are involved---what/how does this happen

7/25/16-7/28/19 7A/8A 2:30
DNC Convention coverage during election year from Philadelphia, PA

7/26/16      10, 11p      3:00
Cobb county voters have voted republican Cobb County chairman Tim Lee, out of office. Challenger mike Boyce 
handily won today's run-off election with 64-percent of the vote. The top issue was SunTrust Park that's currently 
under construction.

7/28/16 5A/7A 1:00
Disabled and older cars showing up at an all-time high.   Information from AAA lets us know why

8/1/16 5,6,10,11p 7:30
President Obama spoke at the 95th National Convention of Disabled American Veterans here in Atlanta.
He spoke to several thousand vets at the Hyatt Regency Downtown. He then headed to a private fundraiser for 
Democratic presidential nominee, Hillary Clinton -- before leaving town.

8/1/16 5a thru 9a 2:00
President Obama make a visit to Atlanta during this election year

8/2/16 5p 2:30
Some victims of sexual assault in Georgia could soon get justice after waiting years. The GBI revealed it has 
matched some of the state's previously untested rape kits to people already in the national DNA database. The GBI 
contracted with a private laboratory to process the evidence earlier this year.

8/4/16 5A/7A 1:40
Update on the I-85 Express Lanes extension in Northeast Metro Atlanta

8/8/16 5p 1:35
The fervor over the popular 'Pokémon Go' game hasn't died down. Kids and adults are busily catching Pokémon on 
the app. But the city of Newnan wants to make sure there are some "no go" zones for players -- including 
cemeteries. 

8/10/16 5p 2:50
There are new developments in the effort to increase the number of officers on the street in Atlanta. The chief has 
started a new program to make it easier for officers from other cities to come to work in Atlanta. 
It drastically speeds up the time that it takes for an officer to start work.

8/11/16 11p 0:45
Atlanta Mayor Kasim Reed attended a public meeting to show his support for the city’s Citizen Review Board.  That 
board reviews complaints against police and corrections officers.  Protestors had demanded that the board be 
replaced, but the Mayor says the board does a good job.

8/12/16 12p 2:00
Atlanta’s mass transit agency MARTA is trying out the system’s first double-decker bus.  The vehicle can seat twice 
the number of passengers as a standard MARTA bus, and the agency is now using it on test runs on popular routes.
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8/15/16 6p 2:15
Fulton County is paying a nearly $500,000 settlement to a man who was fired from his job with the county. He was 
fired even though court documents showed he received excellent performance reviews.  The man claims he was 
fired because he complained about graphic sexual bullying from one of his female supervisors.

8/16/16      5p, 6p       3:50
Atlanta's planned parking changes don't look good for drivers -- especially if you like to park for free.  The city is 
considering changing one thousand free spaces to metered spots.  That means you'd have to pay more often to park. 

8/16/16       10p, 11p       4:00
Lots of angry people showed up at the newton county commission meeting tonight. They wanted to know why the 
county approved a plan that could include a new mosque without first getting comments from the public.

8/17/16      5p, 6p         3:30
The city of Atlanta has to pay out more than 1.8 million dollars of your tax money for making false claims. The city 
was supposed to use federal money to help workers find jobs. But instead -- the US Department of Justice says 
documents were falsified -- and money wrongly paid out.

8/18/16       5p, 6p         4:20
It's the home of the Braves -- but soon Turner Field will be home to the Georgia State Panther football team. Atlanta 
Mayor Kasim Reed laid out plans for the future of the ted and the area around it. It includes baseball, football, 
restaurants, classroom space and a grocery store -- plus some crucial pieces of its history

8/18/16 5A/7A 1:20
New Diverging Diamond interchanges and how they can make traffic move smoother

8/22/16         6p           1:35
Atlanta police are working on a plan to stop a recent explosion in prostitution. The midtown area has been hit hard... 
And the problem is now so widespread-- parents say "kids' are being exposed to sex workers— While trying to get 
to school.

8/23/16      6p          1:25
A "Fox Five report" on midtown's prostitution problem is spurring action. But maybe not the action you'd expect.
Sex workers" went to city hall today--to demand police stop arresting them.

8/25/16     10p, 11p      3:00
They've committed no crime.... and done no time -- but thousands of people in the metro area are facing the same 
challenges as criminals.  Now Fulton County wants to help those people get arrests *off* their record.  Officials say 
they're helping people get their records clean quickly.

8/26/16 12p 1:45
Atlanta Mayor Kasim Reed has announced a new partnership between city government and General Electric to help 
reduce crime in the city.

8/26/16 7A/9A 2:30
Campaign donation fraud---scammers know that this time of year it might be easier. Phone calls pushing you to 
donate for a certain candidate may not be legit----we help you sort through it all

8/29/16 7A/9A 2:45
911 Money----local counties are losing millions in fees that carriers are collecting but have not remitted to 
municipalities.  We found 16 lawsuits that claim the telecoms are not getting their due---we speak with lawyers 
working to change this in the courts
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8/29/16 5p 1:00
A decision on the future of the Canton Fire Department is expected Thursday.  A plan to consolidate Emergency 
services in Cherokee county will be voted on by city council members. 

8/30/16 5A/7A 1:30
Labor Day traffic alert---advise to navigate the busy roads this upcoming holiday weekend

8/31/16 5A/9A 2:45
Disabled rights debate as mandated public hearings are held for Georgia Vocational Rehabilitation Agency

8/31/16   11p 1:30
Chase Sherman’s family wants the department of Justice to step in after Sherman died when local police tazed him.  
Sherman’s mother called police in November when she says her son had a bad reaction to synthetic marijuana.   GBI 
has turned the case over to the DA’s office. 

8/31/16 11p 1:00
The Atlanta Police department have a serious vehicle shortage.  This is putting response times in jeopardy. 

9/1/16     6P       1:50
Fox five has learned...APD is working overtime to beef up our city's swat teams. Police brass want more "highly 
trained officers" ready to respond....In case of a large-scale disaster or terror attack. But even though the training is a 
priority.. It's "time consuming" and demanding...

9/1/16 5A/7A 1:50
Brookhaven is one of the fastest growing intown neighborhoods in metro Atlanta.  Now with more people moving 
there, city leaders are looking for feedback to handle the growth in the busy corridor

9/1&2/16 5A/6A/7A/8A 2:00
Tropical Storm update from Florida’s Gulfcoast.  The latest as the TS /Hurricane comes ashore

9/2/16 9A 3:30
Atlanta Police Chief Turner stops  by to talk about Labor Day holiday coverage for the tens of thousands of visitors, 
guests and locals attending dozens of weekend of activities. Plus he weighs in on recent police shootings across the 
nation.

9/5/16 5A/7A 1:45
The importance of car recalls----and why you especially need to pay close attention when shopping the Used Car 
market to have all the information about the car you may be thinking of buying

9/6/16      5/6p     2:00
Atlanta taxpayers want to know why the city is willing to throw a million bucks down the drain.
That's how much this Buckhead condo owes the city for its water bill--
And the city has plans to forgive that bill and move on.

9/7/16      10/11p        4:30
Tonight... Some residents say they are not happy with a proposed development project at the Brookhaven Marta 
station.People that live in the area say they want to be totally involved in the planning process... And do *not* want 
to be left holding the bag once the developer is gone.

9/8/16     5/6p         2:55
The Atlanta police department will make a big change -- designed to keep you safer. All the officers will get new 
guns. The department says the new weapons have more punch and are more accurate.
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9/8/16   5/6p       3:00
State law Enforcement officers will get a big raise. Governor Nathan Deal announced a 20 percent pay raise for all 
33-hundred state officers this morning. But the raise comes with an overhaul in training and certification programs.

9/12/16 5A/6A/7A/8A 2:00
High profile trial of hot car death suspect Ross Harris---jury selection begins in Brunswick, Ga after the trial was 
moved to south Georgia due to pre-trial publicity

9/13/16 5A/7A 1:25
Traffic law Tuesday----the move over law---and slow traffic keep to the right lane

9/14/16 7A/9A 2:30
A amusement ride company that operated the equipment where a child was hurt in Tennessee is now in greater north 
Georgia---our I-Team investigates and talks about regulation or lack there of on inspections and ride safety

9/15/16                 5/6/10                    4:20
It's the story that has parents across the country concerned -- report after report of people dressed up as creepy 
clowns targeting children -- trying to lure them in to the woods. Chilling stories have come in from Wisconsin, 
South Carolina, West Virginia, and now Georgia. In Bibb county two boys say clowns scared them as a bus stop. 
And just this morning -- a man blamed a shooting on a clown. He later admitted he lied. But true or not--all this 
clown mania has taxed law enforcement agencies across the state.

9/20/16           11p                   1:30
Hundreds of people in one part of the metro area are outraged over their water bills. Some of them say they've seen 
spikes ranging from the hundreds of dollars to the thousands.  DeKalb County is taking big steps to address the 
problem.

9/21/16 7A/9A 3:30
Crash Tax:  our I-Team uncovers how some counties try to get more money from crashes by hiring a 3rd party to 
collect a so-called “crash tax”. But state insurance commissioner says you don’t have to pay—we have details

9/21&23  7a, 9a & 5p 30:06
The FOX 5 I-Team investigates what some are calling a “crash tax.” Fire departments around the state are charging 
insurance companies and sometimes individuals for accident clean up. The bills range from hundreds to thousands 
of dollars. Georgia's Fire Commissioner Ralph Hudgens calls it a clear case of double dipping and tells people they 
shouldn’t pay the bill. After the FOX 5 I-Team’s story aired, leaders in one county announced they are reconsidering 
the practice.

9/23/16 7A/9A 3:00
Part II of our I-Team’s Crash Tax investigation

9/26/16 5A/6A/7A/8A/9A 2:00
Wrap up following the 1st of three Presidential Debates.  FOX correspondents detail the hits  and missed for both 
candidates after the 90 minute debate

9/27&28 6p & 10p 5:20
The FOX 5 I-Team investigates whether the controversial hiring a lobbyist by the Henry County Commission is a 
conflict of interest. The county voted to hire lobbyist William Woodall to help them get the ear of state DOT 
planning director Jay Roberts and hopefully score much needed funding for local roads. The I-Team learned the 
lobbyist hired is not only friends with Jay Roberts; he's business partners with the DOT planning director. After the 
I-Team raised questions, Woodall announced he’d decided not to sign his contract with the county. 
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CRIME AND VIOLENCE

7/1/16     10&11P    3:00
The GBI is investigating a deadly shooting involving two law enforcement officers.. It happened just before 6:30 
this afternoon as Cartersville Police and Bartow county deputies were serving an arrest warrant.

7/1/16     5, 6, 10 & 11p                     7:00
A family is still in shock and disbelief tonight-- As east point police investigate the death of a 7-year-old girl. The 
father of "Kamaree Wash" and his girlfriend both face several charges tonight-- including concealing a death. The 
charges stop just short of murder -- but more charges could be pending.

7/1/16     5 & 6p     2:40
An early morning shootout leaves one man dead and sends another to the hospital.
It all happened on Godby place in Fulton County. The victim was shot in the face and chest.

7/2/16      6 & 10p      3:00
Tonight Atlanta police are searching for a killer. This after the discovery late last night of a woman who had been 
shot to death outside a northeast Atlanta restaurant.

7/3/16     10 & 11p      2:40
A vigil tonight for a Gwinnett county teenager. 18-year-old Jimmy Rodriguez Cardona was shot early Saturday 
morning... And died later at a hospital. His friends have gathered at Lilburn Park to honor him. 

7/4/16      5, 6, 10p       6:00
New developments in the brutal beating of a young Atlanta mother. Prosper Uchitel is still in the hospital after she 
was beaten and nearly blinded during the attack that happened in front of her newborn son.

7/4/16        10p, 11p      3:00
Tonight police are searching tonight for a man accused of shooting a father nine times outside his DeKalb County 
home. The incident happened early Sunday in Stone Mountain and the victim's mother believes her son knows his 
shooter.

7/5/16       5, 6, 10P      7:30
New information tonight about the Cherokee county school's police lieutenant and K-9 officer who is facing felony 
charges. Investigators started looking into Dan Peabody after his k-9 partner, "Inca," died from heat stroke in his car. 
After Inca's death, investigators say Peabody confessed to shooting *another former k-9 officer after initially telling 
officers that dog choked on a toy. Investigators initially thought they'd found that dog's body buried in Peabody's 
yard.

7/5/16     5, 6p     2:00
Breaking news from Paulding County, where an hours-long police stand-off has ended. It began with a heavily-
armed man opening fire at his neighbors-- killing one of them. It ended when a swat team moved in and found the 
gunman.

7/5/16     11p     1:45
All new at eleven tonight, Henry County Police are searching for two violent criminals who carried out a home 
invasion early this morning at a Locust Grove area home. Surprisingly the thieves left their get-away car... a 
White Dodge Challenger...  in their haste to get away. 

7/6/16      5, 6p       3:00    
Police are searching for the gunman responsible for shooting and killing a man at a Decatur apartment complex. It 
happened on the 200 block of Robin Street. Tonight we now know the name of the victim in this case who was a 
church deacon. 
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7/6/16       5, 6p      4:00
Metro area police chiefs trying to get a handle on a surge in crime have reached out to pastors for help in stemming 
the violence. And as a "crime summit" was announced, another Atlanta family made funeral arrangements for a 
teenager shot to death on a city sidewalk.

7/6/16       5, 6p      3:00
He's accused of trying to steal a woman's car with her young child in the backseat---but tonight, police in Gainesville 
say Eric Davidson is behind bars with the help of two good Samaritans.
All this happened at the x-treme auto spa on browns bridge road.

7/6/16     11p      1:40
Caught on camera snatching purses. Police say this guy is preying on small businesses. And sneaking in the back-- 
when workers aren't looking.  According to police he's after *their* stuff. 

7/6/16    10, 11p        2:00
A violent confrontation inside an upscale Buckhead Jewelry Store left one man dead. Police say he was trying to 
hold up the owner when he was killed.

7/7/16       5, 6p     4:00
Dash cameras roll during a high speed chase. You can see the driver weaving in and out of traffic as he runs from 
police. But that's not all Coweta County deputies say he was doing.

7/8/16     5, 6p    4:00
Lawrenceville police are now looking for the person or people responsible for shooting up a Gwinnett county 
church. It happened just after midnight....More than 800 people cleared out of a special church service.

7/11/16       5, 6, 10p       3:40
Atlanta police have terminated an officer who shot and killed a man in June. According to a-p-d - rookie Officer 
James burns was investigating a report of car break-ins when opened fire on "Deravis Rogers"  

7/11/16     5, 6, 10p      3:40
Atlanta police are searching for two kids--behind a dangerous crime. Fox five has confirmed --Those two juveniles 
walked into this "food mart" on cascade avenue-- and robbed it. But before they left-- one of those juveniles shot the 
store clerk. The good news is that clerk is expected to be okay.

7/13/16      5, 6p      2:30
Doraville police stop a dangerous driver--and make a major drug bust. They found four-thousand pound of 
marijuana...After they pulled over a truck driver--going the wrong way.

7/13/16      11p       1:30
Pentagrams... Foul graffiti... And swear words-- all over a church. The youngest culprit is just ten years old. The 
sheriff of Morgan County says some *young kids* went on a crime spree and did thousands worth of damage.

7/13/16        10, 11p            3:15
The manager of a gun store hit by thieves twice this year said he wouldn't take it anymore.
He didn't, and police say he caught some crooks in the act.

7/14/16      5, 6p       3:50
But first surveillance video captures a dramatic crime at a dunkin donuts. A woman is sitting in the drive through 
when a man comes up to her car -- pulls open her door -- and yanks her out by her hair. Then, he takes off in her car. 

7/14/16         5, 6p          3:00
Back to the breaking news we told you about at the beginning of the newscast. Atlanta police have just released new 
pictures in the search for the killer of a model and actress. Jokisha Brown was gunned down inside her car as she left 
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a beauty parlor on Cheshire bridge road. The murder came just months after she was the victim of another brutal 
crime.

7/14/16         10, 11p        3:00
Police say these two men broke into a home....and believe they took a stolen jeep on a crime spree. Now 
investigators are working to tie them to other burglaries around Atlanta. The owner of that jeep only learned about 
all this through social media?

7/15/16      5, 6p      3:00
Bags gummy treats--were confiscated by "Johns Creek Police." Because those "innocent looking" gummy worms 
and gummy peaches--are spiked with t-h-c. Fox five explains how police uncovered these so-called "edibles" and 
why police want people to take these "funny-looking" drugs seriously.

7/18/16       5, 6p      3:00
A Cobb County man was taking out his dog, when suddenly a man pointed a gun at his head -- and threatened to 
shoot him. He demanded money -- and the keys to his new b-m-w. And he's afraid the guy is going to come back for 
more. 

7/18/16     10, 11p      3:00
A beloved family pet is stolen from her home. Now, a UGA student and his friends have put together a 3 thousand 
dollar reward for the bulldog's safe return.

7/19/16     5, 6p         3:00
Atlanta police are investigating a double shooting in south Atlanta. It happened at a mechanic shop on the corner of 
Grant Street and McDonough Boulevard.

7/19/16      5, 6p      3:00
Burglars hit a Marietta gun shop -- but things take a "dangerous turn" -- after one of them "fires" at a responding 
officer. The tense scene at the shop on south fairground street lasted for hours. But police finally captured all the 
suspects.

7/19/16   5, 6p       3:00
Police say he shot and killed his girlfriend in front of her four children, and mother. Police say 28 year old Anastasia 
Mackin was a victim of domestic abuse.

7/19/16    10, 11p      2:40
Four  horses dead -- several more starving...That's what Fulton County rescuers say they found on a  property near 
Butner road and Camp Creek Parkway.

7/20/16        10, 11p       3:00
A man accused of ambushing, robbing and attacking a woman in a Smyrna park. Tonight, police need your help 
identifying the man in this sketch. Investigators say he also tried to *sexually assault that woman.

7/20/16          10, 11p       3:00
Police say she was running for her life when she was shot dead by a ruthless killer. Tonight, there is a desperate 
search for new leads in the murder of an Atlanta teenager. She was found shot to death in a city park.

7/20/16      5, 6p      5:00
Police say the man who nearly took prosper Uchitel's life, was her own husband. The terrifying attack happened in 
the complex home in southwest Atlanta.  Now her husband is in jail -- and prosper is continuing to recover -- and 
care for her little baby.

7/20/16       11P         1:30
It's the app that’s sweeping the nation... And causing headaches for one city in the metro. The city of Newnan says 
too many players of "Pokémon Go" are literally going too far. And trampling over graves at the local cemetery. Now 
they want to ban *this game* from gravesites.
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7/21/16       5, 6p       3:10
Scary moments for an 11-year-old boy. Atlanta police say a convenience store clerk pointed a gun at him and 
refused to let him leave the store that clerk faces charges -- and the little boy's mom is angry.

7/21/16       5, 6p       3:00
Two women attacked in Smyrna both were exercising in public areas -- and police think the same man could be 
behind both attacks. Police hope one of you will be able to identify him, based on two composite sketches.

7/21/16        5, 6p      3:00
A family --grieving the death of a son -- shot to death by police -- is taking action tonight . 22-year-old Deravis 
Caine Rogers was shot in the head last month - by a rookie Atlanta police officer Officer James Burns has been fired 
-- and charged with murder.

7/21/16      10, 11p        3:00  
Bullets flying in a drive-by send neighbors ducking for cover. But one bullet hit a woman inside her own home.  All 
this happened this morning, on valley view road in Southeast Atlanta.

7/22/16        5, 6p         3:00
Canton police officers are investigating a double murder. Officers discovered the victims -- a brother and sister -- in 
the breezeway of an apartment complex off Hickory Flat Highway. Officers *have made an arrest.  Police say the 
woman's boyfriend is the killer.

7/25/16      5, 6p     3:00
Atlanta police are investigating the deadly shooting. A man in his 60's was found shot to death in an apartment at the 
bent creek reserves apartments on Bent Creek Way. About an hour later woman showed up at a hospital with a 
gunshot wound to her hand.

7/25/16       5, 6p        3:00
A Cherokee County deputy is on administrative leave tonight. He's charged with stealing drugs.
The sheriff says Deputy Jeffrey Goettel admitted to taking the drugs after an audit revealed missing oxycodone and 
morphine.

7/25/16        5, 6p      3:00
Firefighters risk their lives rushing into burning buildings and putting out the flames. But while they're protecting 
you, some local thieves are targeting them. They're breaking into firefighter's cars in Atlanta and Forest Park. And 
sometimes, they even steal the entire car.

7/25/16      5, 6p       2:30
Two families are still fighting for justice nearly two years after a deadly shooting.  Michael Edwards and derrick 
McGinty were shot and killed in October 2014.And to this day the killer has not been found. 

7/25/16    10, 11p     3:00
A child predator is on the loose. And tonight...The victim's mother is telling fox five what happened before the man 
kidnapped and assaulted her five-year-old daughter.

7/25/16      11p       1:30
A terrifying night for two fast food employees in Newnan. A robber forces his way into their restaurant. He tied up 
one and kidnapped the other.

7/25/16 8AM 1:45
A 16 year old cold case is solved in Cobb County and it happens the same year a local woman learns she will 
participate in the summer Olympic games in Rio.
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7/26/16     5, 6p     3:00
59-year-old Gloria Star-Armor sat in a car at the Summerdale commons apartments on Hapeville road in Atlanta. 
Bullets started flying and star-armor was caught in the crossfire. She was killed and her family is devastated. 
Tonight, police are searching for the shooters.

7/26/16      5, 6p       3:00
An Atlanta man, accused of setting off fireworks in an attempt to scare his dog, says he regrets what he did. William 
Scaffidi appeared before a Fulton county magistrate judge this afternoon and entered a no contest plea with a five 
hundred dollar fine.

7/26/16     11p      1:20
More than a decade after a deadly hit and run accident, the man who Gwinnett county police say was behind the 
wheel, is in custody tonight. That accident took the life of a teenager. That young man's family spoke exclusively 
with our Denise Dillon.

7/26/16      10, 11p         3:00
A terrifying ordeal at a shooting scene.  And strangers rush to offer help- and faith.  It all unfolded this afternoon at a 
Gwinnett county gas station. As people aided a victim with a gunshot wound-- someone stepped in.. And asked to 
pray. 

7/26/16       10, 11p          3:00
The man who deputies say confessed to shooting his stepson, made his first court appearance this afternoon. 
Deputies say Carl Lewis shot and killed his step-son, 19-year-old Bryce Mccallum. Tonight, family and friends of 
the teen honored his life.

7/27/16       5, 6p        3:00
Police release cell phone video of a man they say is wanted.  They say he fired shots at the "royal coach apartment 
complex on Northside circle" when officers tried to take him into custody.

7/27/16      10, 11p       3:00
Roswell police are working a bizarre case that started as a pedestrian hit by a car. Now police believe the victim was 
stabbed first.

7/27/16         10, 11p        3:00
Caught on tape: An explosion at an auto body and repair shop. Deputies tell fox 5 they suspect *someone* set the 
building on fire. And damaged most of the business. The owners say they are worried that now, they are being 
targeted.

7/28/16      5, 6p       3:00
Deputies have made an arrest after a holiday pool party turned into a parent's nightmare.
Coweta deputies accuse Oscar Flores of plying three 14-year-old girls with alcohol and taking advantage of them at 
his home. It ended with one of the victims sending an emergency message to her mother.

7/28/16     5, 6p      3:00
DeKalb county police have issued a nationwide alert for "William Mcleod." He's the suspect who got away from 
them during a swat standoff Tuesday night. Officers say he's threatened to kill police. And he's wanted on a number 
of warrants -- including a violent robbery last fall.

7/28/16      5, 6p           2:00
New information about a deadly double shooting. One man is dead -- and another injured after they were shot in 
Union City. But they were found in Fairburn. And tonight police have revealed a motive behind the shooting.

7/28/16      5, 6p        3:00
Dramatic video showing a shootout at a southeast Atlanta gas station overnight. Police say at least seven to nine 
rounds were fired and tonight they're looking for those who opened fire.
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7/28/16    10, 11p 3:00
A local church- targeted by criminals before-- hit twice in a week by thieves .This time the criminals made off with 
thousands of dollars worth of electronics. The church *and* a program to feed the hungry--  are hurting from the 
crimes.

7/28/16    10, 11p 3:20
New developments in the deaths of two teens in Roswell...The Fulton county medical examiner has determined that 
Carter Davis and Natalie Henderson both died from a single gunshot wound to the head.
Friends of 17-year-old Carter Davis gathered outside river ridge high school in his memory.

7/28/16      10, 11p         3:00
Car thieves hit a gas station not once but twice in two days. Here's surveillance video police say is from the crimes 
in south Fulton county. Now east police say they are working to catch these crooks.

7/28/16      10, 11p     3:20
Developing in Hall County….A former candidate for county commission has been found dead, along with his wife. 
Investigators are trying to determine if their deaths were murder-suicide.

7/29/16     5, 6p     3:00
It all happened on bluebird lane in DeKalb County. The girl was at a party with about 50 teens when someone in a 
car pulled up -- two men got out and fired several shots. One of the shots hit a teenage girl in the stomach. Police are 
now looking for the shooters.

7/29/16   5, 6p     3:00
A Gwinnett county man shoots and kills an intruder who was trying to break into his home. Police say the man was 
trying to climb in a window of the home on Hadley Place when he was shot. He died on the roof of the house.

7/29/16      5, 6p      3:50
We're learning new information about the woman accused of murdering her daughter-in-law while her grandchildren 
were nearby. Elizabeth wall went before a judge this afternoon Police say she shot her daughter-in-law to death 
inside a Cobb County home. 

7/29/16      10, 11p       3:00
A Levi's call for a missing 12-year old hall county girl who police fear is in "extreme danger." Investigators tell us 
Brooklyn smith was last seen by her mother getting into a dark car just outside her house.

7/29/16     10, 11p     3:00
A 14-year-old girl is hospitalized...Police say someone shot Jakaylin Jones while she was attending a back to school 
party, chaperoned by parents. Fox five spoke to the teenager's mother-- and joins us live from DeKalb County, 
where the shooting happened.

7/29/16     10, 11p       3:00
Fox 5 obtained exclusive surveillance of this "Spiderman" impostor holding up a grocery worker, tying him up.  
Now police need help identifying the suspect..

7/30/16        10p         1:30
DeKalb county police need your help finding this man--they say--kidnapped and sexually assaulted a five-year-old 
girl. Officers say he picked up the child Friday from an apartment complex and dropped her off on a busy street.

7/31/16   10, 11p        2:00
A man gunned down in his car while his two kids watch..Cobb county police tell fox five-- 42 year old Larry 
Grigsby was shot and killed early Sunday morning just outside of west place apartment in Austell.
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7/31/16      10, 11p    3:50
Residents at a southwest Atlanta senior center are fed up after they say thieves have broken into cars in their gated 
community several times. 

8/1/16 5p 2:05
A toddler is back in her mother's arms after a terrifying ride with a car thief. DeKalb county police say someone 
stole the woman's car with her young daughter in the back seat. Police have a warning for all parents.

8/1/16 5,6,10,11p 6:30
A truck driver made a shocking discovery behind a Publix grocery store in Roswell after pulling up for a morning 
delivery and found two murdered teens.. Both with head trauma. It happened at the King Plaza Shopping Center off 
Hwy 92 in Roswell.

8/1/16 5p 2:10
A teenager named Dylan Scott was shot and killed in northwest Atlanta.. while walking with friends. They were 
approached by three people they didn't know.. That’s when police say one of the strangers fired several rounds, 
hitting Scott. 

8/1/16 10, 11p 2:30
A father was shot and killed while he was driving with his two children in the back seat in Austell. 

8/2/16 5p 2:00
They're just teens, but home surveillance video shows four teens jumping out a vehicle and breaking into cars. 
Police one of those teens has a gun pointed at the front door and acted as a guard.

8/2/16 5p 2:20
A mother is terrified after a robber targeted her at work. He walked into the Clayton County Kroger and demanded 
money.. but it's not just the robbery that has this mom scared. It's what the robber seemed to know about her and her 
family.

8/2/16 10p 2:30
Thieves target Pulse Church in southeast Atlanta, breaking into the non-profit twice in one week. They cleaned out 
the shelves and desks of non-profit “Urban Recipe,” and got away with $8,000 worth of electronics. 

8/3/16 5p 2:00
A man is behind bars in DeKalb County charged with kidnapping and sexually assaulting a woman near her own 
home. Fox 5 dug through the warrants that reveal police believe the same man may be behind two other rapes.

8/3/16 5p 1:25
A 15-year-old girl is dead after she was shot and killed outside a DeKalb County store. The teen was murdered -- 
and three other people were shot -- outside the store on Glenwood Rd. The teen's family tells us her name was 
Keaira Palmer.

8/3/16 5p 2:05
Thieves used a truck to crash their way into a store before they all jump out -- run inside -- and steal an ATM. It all 
happened in Henry at the BP station in Stockbridge. Police are on the hunt for the guys seen in the surveillance 
video.

8/3/16 6p 2:00
Gwinnett Co. police were searching for a robbery and sex assault suspect believed to be responsible for beating and 
robbing two women in their homes. 
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8/3/16 11p 2:00
A woman and her brother were carjacked while grabbing coffee at a gas station one morning before heading to 
work. As they were getting into their truck, three men with guns approached them. This was the 2nd carjacking at 
this store in 2 weeks. 

8/4/16 5p 2:15
A woman was shot and killed as she drove down an Atlanta street.. shortly after she got off work. 
Investigators say they found dozens of shell casings from three different types of guns at the scene near Hadlock St. 
in southwest Atlanta. 

8/4/16 5p 2:15
A Brookhaven man was shot during a home invasion in the middle of the afternoon. The victim managed to get 
outside- and flag down a neighbor for help. 

8/4/16 5,6p 4:30
A terrifying hold up at a Publix grocery store was caught on camera. Police believe the robber is a man in his 60's. 
He never showed a gun -- but he told the clerk that he had one.. And he threatened to shoot everyone in the store.
 
8/5/16 5,6p 4:00
A shootout between a man and U.S. Marshals was caught on camera. That man was killed. It all started when the 
marshals went to the Royal Coach Apartments in East Point to arrest that wanted man. They say that's when he 
opened fire -- and marshals fired back.

8/5/16 5,6,10,11p 5:00
Twin 15-month-old girls have died after they were left in a hot car. Their father is now facing charges. 

8/5/16 6p 1:45
Johns Creek Police are asking for help in identifying the suspect(s) responsible for the recent string of debit card 
thefts.. and stealing about $30,000 from 3 victims’ bank accounts in two days. 

8/5/16 10p 2:30
A woman in her 80’s was brutally attacked in her home after at least 3 people broke in, pistol-whipped her and set 
her on fire She was able to extinguish her body. 

8/5/16 10p 2:20
Investigators raided the homes of a Carroll Country car dealer and his employees. This comes after some 
nightmarish experiences by customers who purchased cars from easy auto sales in Villa Rica.

8/5/16 11p 2:00
They paid for dream vacations...and got nightmares instead. Police are searching for a man who sold "phony 
vacation packages" to unsuspecting would-be travelers. One local woman says she lost hundreds of dollars to this 
man's scheme.

8/7/16 10p 3:30
A 12-year old girl who had been missing for nearly two weeks was found safe with her father and his girlfriend. the 
couple is now facing serious charges.

8/7/16 10p 2:25
An argument escalated into gunfire at an apartment where friends and family were hanging out. A resident shot and 
killed someone, then someone shot and killed the original shooter. 

8/8/16 5,6p 5:30
A 25-year-old man is accused of shooting his grandmother and her husband, killing the man at their home. The 
suspect is also accused of firing at officers. 
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8/8/16 5,6p 3:30
A gruesome discovery in Gwinnett County.. After a call from concerned family members led police to two bodies 
inside an apartment. Police later revealed the victims were a mother and son -- and they tell us this is a double 
murder. 

8/8/16 10p 2:30
A Gwinnett County police officer turns in his badge amid shocking allegations. Police say Zachary Wilkerson 
resigned, after he was arrested on domestic charges. He's accused of assaulting his wife and later uploading a 
sexually explicit video of her on Facebook.

8/8/16 11p 2:40
A man was found shot to death on his front porch in Flowery Branch, the third safest city in Georgia. 

8/9/16 5p 2:00
A man was arrested in a deadly hit and run crash that killed a woman. Police say he drove away from the scene. 

8/9/16 5p 1:50
Local malls are stepping up security to keep you safe. For weeks, we've told you about robberies, carjackings and 
shootings in the area of Lenox Square and Phipps Plaza. Now, the city and the malls are working together to create a 
safer environment.

8/9/16 10p 2:40
A veteran teacher is charged with giving drugs and alcohol to one of his students. Coweta County school teacher 
Michael Wilson resigned this summer after police launched an investigation.  Authorities announced his arrest 
today. 

8/9/16 10p 2:35
A home was set on fire with people still inside.. and Gwinnett County fire investigators say the arsonist knew good 
and well that people were in danger. They're hoping a ten thousand dollar reward will shake some information loose 
to lead them to the fire starter.

8/10/16 5p 1:45
Atlanta police released a sketch of a man they say forced a woman into a car at gunpoint -- then raped her behind a 
church. They need your help getting him off the streets. 

8/10/16 5p 2:00
Surveillance video shows the men who stole a car with a baby boy inside from a gas station off Camp Creek 
Parkway in East Point. Police found the car and the baby a short time later.. but the suspects are still on the run. 

8/10/16 10p 3:30
Shalin Payne, the Coweta County man who raped a 12-year-old girl he was supposed to be protecting, has been 
sentenced. We were in the courtroom when he entered a guilty plea.
  
8/10/16 10p 2:25
Atlanta police are looking for suspects they say could be behind a string of as many as 15 burglaries in Midtown. 
Police believe the two hit victim after victim over the last several months.

8/11/16 12p 2:00
Atlanta Police arrested a suspect accused of attacking a woman who was out for a late-night run in Chastain Park.  
The victim’s sister came to her aid when the assault happened.

8/11/16 5p 1:45
A robber attacked a clerk at a convenience store in South Atlanta and got away. The crime was caught on camera. 
The store owner says more police patrols are needed in the neighborhood.
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8/11/16 5p 2:00
The mother of an Atlanta man who was murdered nearly a decade ago made a public plea for someone to come 
forward to help catch the killer.

8/11/16 10p 2:15
A victim tried to stop a series of car break-ins by a group of thieves in south Fulton County. But when he did, one of 
the thieves pulled a gun on him. And the victim says it appeared the armed thief was a teenager.

8/11/16 10p 2:00
Forest Park police are searching for a killer, after the victim of an armed robbery fought back. Officers say the 
victim was shot and killed, and they believe the robber is responsible for a string of crimes in the area.

8/12/16 12p 1:45
A 20-year-old man was shot in the chest several times, and the gunman got away.  Police say they have little to go 
on in the investigation, since there were no witnesses and no clear motive.

8/12/16 5p 1:45
Police in Monroe are investigating an unusual theft. Someone stole used cooking oil from a wing shop there. And 
officers say this isn’t the first crime of its kind there.

8/12/16 10p 2:15
Police in Peachtree City say they faced a life and death decision when officers were confronted by a man who 
claimed he had a gun.  But officers say new training they received helped them to find a way to resolve the situation 
without opening fire on the man themselves.

8/12/16 10p 2:00
Atlanta police are searching for a serial armed robber, who they say is targeting video game stores throughout the 
city.  The crimes have taken place over a span of at least two weeks.

8/13/16 6p 1:45
Police in McDonough say a father of four was shot inside his own home.  The suspects involved in the attack are 
still on the loose.

8/13/16 6p 2:00
A woman says she was attacked by an armed man in an Atlanta park. She says the man held a gun to her head and 
stole everything she had with her.  Police have not identified the robber.

8/14/16 6p 2:00
A Marietta police officer is recovering in the hospital after he was shot by a suspect. The officer was shot while 
investigating two suspected car burglars.

8/14/16 6p 1:45
A couple says their car was stolen from a Gwinnett County hotel, making it difficult for them to make a living, 
because they work as Uber drivers.

8/14/16 10p 2:00
Brookhaven police have organized a new crime-fighting program that allows officers to log in and view surveillance 
video from homes and businesses. The program is voluntary, but some residents say the idea still makes them 
uncomfortable.

8/15/16 12p 1:45
A suspect has been arrested in the shooting death of a police officer in Eastman, Georgia. The victim was the father 
of three children. His suspected killer was arrested in Florida.
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8/15/16 10p 2:00
A number of customers are calling for increased security at a Kroger grocery store in Southeast Atlanta that opened 
several weeks ago.  The customers are concerned about a series of car thefts and break-ins outside the store.

8/15/16 11p 2:00
A Cobb County gun store has been targeted in a series of more than a dozen break-ins. The latest crime comes as the 
business is recovering from a fire that did significant damage.

8/16/16      5p, 6p        3:15
A woman has told police that she was raped by an Uber driver after he picked her up from a bar over the weekend.
The woman says shortly after the driver picked her up -- he assaulted her --- and eventually pushed her out of the 
car.

8/16/16       5p, 6p       3:10
Clayton county police hunt for an attacker who assaulted a woman and left her with serious injuries.
The attack happened along Lees Mill road near Bob White trail in Forest Park.

8/16/16      5p, 6p        3:30
Wild scene in north Fulton County -- a Johns Creek police patrol car  is destroyed.   Officers say it happened when a 
driver ignored a stopped school bus and slammed into the officer's vehicle. 

8/16/16      5p, 6p        3:15
A dark cloud is hanging over his family. That's how a UGA grad describes what it's been like since someone stole 
his dog.  RL Bell says someone broke into his Athens home in early July and bypassed TVs and laptops to steal his 
English bulldog.  He and others hope that a larger reward and a deadline will convince the thief to bring her back 
home.

8/16/16       10p, 11p      3:30
Two women, held at gunpoint and "pistol whipped" -- because they didn't have the money and jewelry their captors 
wanted. Johns Creek police say two men broke into the home, demanding valuables. They got away with the 
family's cars.  Those cars were found within hours.

8/16/16         11p          1:20
We’re hearing from loved ones about a life taken too soon. Friends and family of Quinton Hill gathered at the site of 
the hit and run crash on West Lake Avenue to remember the 23 years old life.

8/16/16         10p, 11p       2:50
A family demands justice -- and says someone shot and killed the wrong man.  DeKalb police say two groups 
opened fire at Cedar Park, and shot and killed a man in his 50s. The family tells fox 5 -- they believe Lamont 
Lattimore was an innocent bystander.

8/17/16       10p, 11p       3:00
A shocking crime has shaken people in Athens, and they're demanding answers from police. The murder of a 28-
year old man in the bustling downtown business district has Athens residents asking lots of questions.

8/17/16        10p, 11p       3:00
The family of a man wanted for murder is begging their relative to turn himself in. Police say he was involved in a 
shootout in DeKalb County... where two by-standers were shot.

8/17/16           5p, 6p        3:00
Police say a 20-year-old man attacked a Douglas County woman who was trying to help him get his life together. 
She woke up to find three deep cuts on her neck.  Now the woman's daughter is making a desperate plea to the 
public to find the suspect.
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8/17/16      5p, 6p        3:15
New information about a violent home invasion in Johns Creek. A woman,  and her mother's caretaker were held at 
gunpoint and pistol whipped at a home along Chelson Woods drive. Police have arrested two men for the home 
invasion. Officers say they were found in a car stolen from the home in Atlanta. 

8/17/16         5p, 6p       3:00
It's a brand new, 2017 Chevy Camaro in bright yellow... but tonight that brand new car needs brand new rims and 
tires.  Karla Wiley says she's hasn't even had the car long enough to get a license plate--but someone stole all her 
wheels.

8/17/16         5p, 6p           3:00
An amazing surprise for a beloved member of the Dunwoody schools community. Vadel Gray is a custodian at 
Dunwoody elementary school and now, he's the proud owner of a free car. Gray had an old beat up car. It was a 
somewhat famous car that caught the eye of Hollywood. But a recent accident ended that ride.
Kids and school officials teamed up with an online auto company and now, Mr. Gray is back on the road.

8/18/16         5p, 6p            3:25
A 17-year-old is in jail, accused of trying to hire someone to kill two teenagers. Deputies have charged Morgan 
Niles Morris as an adult. The Pickens County Sheriff's office says a resource officer at Pickens high school got a tip 
about the murder for hire plot. They say Morris offered to pay an undercover officer to kill two people and even told 
the officer how to carry out the killings.

8/18/16        5p, 6p         3:00
New video could help police catch a killer. Investigators in Athens want to speak to the man they describe as a 
person of interest after someone shot and killed a man in downtown Athens.

8/18/16        5p, 6p          2:20
It takes a bold thief to break into a police cruiser -- but it takes an even bolder thief to target that car when it's parked 
at the police station. But that's exactly what happened in Atlanta. Thieves targeted a cruiser and other cars at the 
precinct in south Atlanta.

8/18/16      5p, 6p          3:40
A babysitter is behind bars accused of abusing a five month old baby girl. Hall county investigators say 38 year old 
Robin Capulin knew the baby was hurt but never told the mother and never sought medical treatment. Fox five 
spoke with the woman's husband who tells a different story.

8/18/16      11p         1:45
He was gunned down on his way out of a store in college park... And now, police are asking for the public's help to 
catch his killer.  Fortunately, surveillance photos recorded the man who -- College Park police say -- shot and killed 
31 year old Otis Perdue.  

8/18/16       10p, 11p         3:00
Pistol-whipped and robbed... A woman says that was her experience outside of a shopping center in Cobb County.
The victim is now recovering from her injuries and police say her attacker remains on the run.

8/18/16       10p, 11p       3:00
A man suspected he had been the victim of credit card fraud. Deputies say he set a trap to catch the alleged thief.
He used a dummy package to catch the person who had been taking his belongings.

8/19/16        5p, 6p      2:40
Emotional testimony about the moments before two 17-year-olds were murdered in Roswell. Police found Natalie 
Henderson and Carter Davis shot to death behind a Publix. The man accused of killing them -- Jeffrey Hazelwood -- 
was in court for a probable cause hearing. And detectives revealed new information about the case.
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8/19/16        5p, 6p       2:30
We're about a month away from the murder trial of Ross Harris.. The Cobb County man accused of intentionally 
leaving his 22-month-old son cooper in a hot car to die. The judge moved the trial from metro Atlanta.... to 
Brunswick because of all the publicity surrounding it. But today, Harris was in a Cobb County courtroom for a 
motions hearing.

8/19/16      5p, 6p, 10p      6:05
A report of an armed robbery and hostage stand-off triggered an emergency police response in Peachtree city. A 
short time later, officers arrested the man who claimed he was the victim.

8/19/16       10p, 11p       3:00
A teenager, robbed at gunpoint while walking home from school in Gwinnett County. The incident left the teen and 
his family on edge. The robbers may also be students?

8/19/16      10p, 11p      3:00
Police say this man is *not* a welcome guest at local hotels. Detectives say while guests pay for their room-- he 
walks in for free-- and takes a pricey souvenir.

8/20/16     10p         1:25
Five suspects are arrested and charged in the murder of a young man in Gwinnett County. The homicide happened 
Friday night at an apartment complex. And a teenage girl is among the people--police say---were involved.

8/21/16     10p, 11p       2:40
On the run for nearly a decade--one of Atlanta’s most wanted is finally behind bars.  Atlanta police arrested Brandon 
Williams. He allegedly shot and killed a 16-year-old boy in front of his friends eight years ago.. Now his run from 
the law is over.   

8/21/16     6p, 10p, 11p        4:00
The hunt for a gunman after a double homicide at a motel in Clayton County. The shooting happened at the 
Southside inn in Jonesboro--leaving two men dead.

8/21/16      6p, 10p, 11p        4:25
Gone in 60 seconds. That's how long it took five suspects to steal thousands of dollars worth of guns from a 
Gwinnett county gun shop. It happened at Gun Center indoor gun range....and it was all caught on surveillance 
camera. Now the hunt is on for the suspects. 

8/22/16     5p, 6p        3:10
A man breaks into a home with a high-powered rifle.  Atlanta police believe this man is responsible for other home 
invasions. Tonight the victim of one of those robberies talks to fox five.  She also says the armed man is the same 
person who robbed her.

8/22/16       5p, 6p      3:00
A popular Henry County teen was killed in a multi-car wreck over the weekend. 18 year old summer lee of locust 
grove, died after her vehicle was rear-ended by a tractor-trailer  in McDonough. 

8/22/16          5p, 6p           3:00
They call themselves Christian anarchists... And tonight, Gwinnett police want to find the two people responsible for 
vandalizing a church before Sunday services.  According to police, it happened at 12 stone church's Lawrenceville 
campus. Church officials say they just want to move forward with their ministry

8/22/16           5p, 6p            3:10
A weekend of fun ends with anger.  Cobb county police believe someone stole several items from a guest locker a 
Six Flags over Georgia. It was military appreciation weekend. One victim says among the stolen items were phones, 
car keys and military IDs.
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8/22/16            11p          3:30
A family is pleading for help after their pit bull is shot while Atlanta police say they were searching the 
neighborhood for a suspect. The family is doing everything they can to get their dog some help.

8/22/16         10p, 11p         2:40
Police say a serial armed robber is on the run-- after striking several businesses in Cobb County. Officers say overall 
the thief hit five banks in the last six months?

8/22/16          10p, 11p        3:30
A lot of people wanted to speak out about a planned Muslim cemetery and mosque in Newton County. So the county 
commission held an open meeting on the issue. Inside was a packed house of people against the project. 

8/22/16             10p, 11p       3:20
A Powder Springs mother is charged with child cruelty after police say she left her three young children in a hot car.  
The children are all under the age of 5. Hiram police say while the kids were in the car, the mom was shopping.

8/23/16       5p, 6p         2:20
Local deputies say a man is on the run after allegedly attacking another man with an axe. Troup county authorities 
are looking for... "31 year old" "Cy Carson" Investigators say Carson drove to his victim's home -- got into a 
shouting match with him and then attacked him with a "hand ax."

8/23/16        5p, 6p         3:10
New information on the man caught creeping around an Atlanta home--armed with an assault rifle. A third victim 
has come forward to claim... She was robbed by that man in a public park. Now police have released a new sketch 
that could help put this dangerous burglar behind bars.

8/23/16       11p          1:40
DeKalb County Sheriff Jeffrey Mann says someone broke into one of his deputy's cars, and stole thousands of 
dollars worth of items.

8/23/16       10p, 11p       3:30
Lamar County deputies say two young children were found living in a small metal shed, along with two adults.
Neighbor alerted authorities to the family sharing a bed, with no water or air conditioning and extension cords for 
electricity.

8/23/16     10p, 11p       2:00
DeKalb school officials launched an investigation, after a student said she was inappropriately touched by a staff 
member.   The alleged incident happened at McNair high school.  The girl's mother says she wants this thoroughly 
investigated.

8/23/16     10p, 11p       3:30
It looked like something out of a war zone. Bullets through homes... Cars... And casings on the ground.  People who 
live at the Forest Cove apartments in southeast Atlanta say this is an all-too-familiar scene. Dozens of people say 
they are terrified.  And they are *not* sure who is behind the crimes.

8/24/16      5p, 6p        2:20
Police in Henry County are on the hunt for the man accused of murder.  Authorities say Tory Jones killed his 
girlfriend and is armed and dangerous. The murder happened a hotel in unincorporated Stockbridge.  Officers detail 
what they're doing to catch Jones.

8/24/16       5p, 6p        2:20
A shootout at a busy Atlanta gas station wounds a woman and terrifies people who live in the area. It happened at 
the Texaco gas station on Lee Street.  A fight in the parking lot ended with bullets flying -- and it was all caught by 
surveillance cameras.
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8/24/16     5p, 6p       3:20
Coweta County deputies say a "police impersonator" is behind bars, after he tried to fool the wrong driver.
According to investigators, Deion Collier used flashing lights to pass that driver on I-85. But what he didn't know 
was the driver was an off-duty East Point police officer.

8/24/16         5p, 6p       2:20
A shootout at a busy Atlanta gas station wounds a woman and terrifies people who live in the area. It happened at 
the Texaco gas station on Lee Street. A fight in the parking lot ended with bullets flying -- and it was all caught by 
surveillance cameras.

8/24/16      10p, 11p       3:00
Police say he was armed with an ak-47 style assault rifle when he threatened a Muslim leader in front of an 
elementary school-- And that's not all--  Officials say this 24-year-old man, then stole a van and kidnapped a one-
year-old child.

8/24/16      10p, 11p        3:00
The situation is dire at the Forest Cove apartments-- and now city officials are taking action. Police tell us they now 
have Special Forces who are trying to tackle the gang violence.
 
8/24/16      10p, 11p       3:00
Gwinnett county police want you to take a close look at these guys. Investigators tell fox five, they used fake money 
made for movies to purchase two cars.  And this isn't the first time we've heard from police about crimes committed 
with motion picture money.

8/25/16     10p, 11p      3:20
A Conyers Police officer making a routine traffic stop found herself face-to-face with an oncoming truck. According 
to police the driver who slammed into her cruiser is in custody. The driver from the original traffic stop is on the 
run.

8/25/16         5p, 6p          1:00
Atlanta police have just released a sketch of a man wanted for attacking and raping a woman. The victim thought the 
man was an Uber driver. But police say the man she got into a car with didn't work for the ride sharing company. 
Officers say the man picked up the woman as she waited for a ride home from a bar two weeks ago.
They say the man raped her -- then pushed her out of the car.

8/25/16          5p, 6p          3:50
Scattered, covered, smothered and caught on camera. Tonight, investigators in Butts County want your help tracking 
down a man who they say helped rob a waffle house at gunpoint. According to deputies, the robbers even ordered 
food before holding up employees!

8/25/16        5p, 6p            4:30
A major drug bust leads to this -- 10 pounds of meth -- worth half a million dollars. Alpharetta police and d-e-a 
agents found the meth along with marijuana, guns, ammo and cash in an apartment. But what's even more shocking 
is that 5 children were living in that drug house. 

8/25/16     5p, 6p        3:00
A string of carjackings, shootings and armed robberies at gas station have people terrified at the pump..
Atlanta police discuss how they're working to keep people safe.

8/26/16 12p 1:45
Atlanta police say they believe a man posed as an Uber driver, then assaulted a woman who got into his car for a 
ride.  Officers have not yet made an arrest in the case.
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8/26/16 10p 2:00
Police say they arrested a driver and several others after they say they spotted the car driving recklessly on the 
interstate.  Officers say they found a one-year-old inside the car, within arm’s reach of drugs and stolen guns.

8/26/16 10p 1:50
Police in the metro area are searching for a serial bank robber.  Officers say the robber has targeted five banks in 
three local counties in the last month alone.

8/27/16 10p 2:00
Family members say they want justice, one year after a college student was shot and killed while away at Savannah 
State University. No arrests have been made in the case.

8/27/16 10p 1:45
A woman says she was the target of an attempted carjacking outside a bank in Northwest Atlanta. The woman says 
she was using the ATM when a man jumped into her car.  The woman fought back and was not seriously hurt.

8/28/16 10pm 3:00
A woman stopped a would be carjacker in Northwest Atlanta.  She left her vehicle running while going to an ATM 
that is when the suspect jumped in the car and attempted to take off.  The woman jumped through the passenger side 
window to stop him. The man crashed her car into the side of the building before running off with her wallet and ID.

8/28/16 6pm 1:00
Cobb county police arrested Dafareya Hunter on charges that he deliberately set fire to a home on Shadow Ridge Rd 
last month.  The police tracked down 37year old hunter in Broward County, FL.  The fire killed Hunter’s teenage 
stepdaughter.

8/29/16 5pm,10pm 2:00
Atlanta Police Officers say they could be outgunned when they confront some criminals after chilling video of a 
shootout at an Atlanta Gas station surfaced. 

8/29/16 5pm,6pm 2:00
A 5 year old boy was struck by a stray bullet at the Forest Cove Apartments in SouthEast Atlanta.  The boy was 
rushed toe Egleston with a gunshot wound to the his shoulder.

8/29/16 5pm,10pm 2:30
Dorthy Dow of Meriwether County died Saturday several weeks after being attacked. The 83 year old was  beaten 
and set on fire by 5 suspects that broke into her home. 

8/30/16 5pm 1:30
Police arrest Jessica Fox from Barrow County after Dash Cam caught her driving away from a traffic stop and 
dragging Statham police officer.  

8/30/16 5pm, 6pm 2:00
Coweta authorities are looking for a man who used a sledgehammer to break into a convenience store.  Surveillance 
shows the man breaking through the glass and stealing 3 rolls of lottery tickets and running off. 

8/30/16 5pm 11pm 2:00
A security guard was shot inside the guard shack at the front of the Allen Hills Apartment Complex just off MLK 
Drive.  The guard drove himself to a nearby gas station where he was picked up by ambulance.  

8/30/16 5pm, 6pm 1:00
Police officers had to take cover after a gunman pointed a weapon at him at Club Crucial.  Witnesses were running 
for their lives when the shootout broke. This is not the first time the club has been at the center of a crime scene 
investigation
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8/30/16 10pm,11pm 2:30
Newnan police are search for a man wanted for robbing the Wood Forest bank inside the Newnan Walmart store.  
The man handed a note to the teller but never pulled a weapon.  Police say he was seen leaving the store in a silver 
Toyota with a sunroof and gold rims.

8/30/16 10pm,11pm 2:00
Joanessa Clawson pleaded guilty to a number of charges when she used her daughter in a scheme to steal from 
strangers.  Clawson created a GoFundMe page claiming her 3 year old daughter had a life threating heart problem.

8/31/16 5pm 2:00
Former Atlanta Police Officer James Burns faces charges of felony murder, aggravated assault with a deadly 
weapon and violation of a public officer.  Officer Burns is charged with fatally shooting Dervais Caine Rogers who 
he believed was fleeing the scene of crime where he was responding. 

8/31/16 5pm 1:00
Police arrested 18 year old Frederick Woodruff and 17 year old Tyreek Butts  accused of breaking into guest lockers 
at Six Flags over Georgia.  They stole the belongings of 2 national guards patronizing the park during Military 
Appreciation weekend.

8/31/16 6pm 1:00
Police arrest 10 people after officers seized several guns inside an apartment complex on Delmar Lane.  Police say 
they also found an apartment unit being used as a take-out restaurant, general store and liquor store. 

8/31/16 5,6pm 2:00
Police are searching for a serial robber.  They believe him as stolen at least 12 thousand in cash from stores along 
Metropolitan Parkway, McDonough Blvd and Joseph E. Lowery Blvd. 

8/31/16  5,6,11pm 2:00
A 9 year old was shot today when a gunman opened fire at an Atlanta Park.  The little girl was playing in Atlanta’s 
Old Fourth Ward when she was shot.  

9/1/16       5/6pm       2:00
Right now, Gwinnett County police are searching for a man who shot a security guard at a motel. It all happened at 
the Norcross extended stay on pelican drive. Witnesses say the guard was shot several times in the hallway of the 
hotel.

9/1/16       5/6/10pm      4:50
The father of the two girls who were the subject of an amber alert, is defending is wife.
Frances Owens is in the henry county jail tonight charged with felony arson.  Police say she made odd statements 
about the world coming to an end and set the family's home on fire. Police worried about her daughters so they 
issued an amber alert. The girls were found a short time later.

9/1/16   5/6pm       3:20
Take a good look at these sketches -- these men are persons of interest in a triple murder in Clayton County. Two 
men and a woman were found shot to death in a Riverdale road apartment Tuesday night. Two little girls were 
inside. They weren't hurt. Witnesses saw two men running from the scene. And now, police are trying to find them.

9/1/16      10/11pm    3:00
The Oconee county sheriff's office confirmed they have identified the victim in a murder over the weekend Officials 
also believe they know who the man is behind the killing.

9/1/16      10/11pm         3:00
Police are looking for two armed robbers accused of holding up a pizza delivery driver in southwest Atlanta. 
Authorities say not only did they steal the employee's money. They got away in his car. Investigators believe the 
crooks may have lured the delivery driver to a vacant house?
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9/12/16       5/6pm      3:50
Take a look at this guy -- he's wanted for shooting a Gwinnett county security guard several times. It all happened at 
the Norcross extended stay on Pelican drive. Right now the guard remains in critical condition -- and the police are 
actively looking for the shooter.

9/2/16      5/6pm          2:20
A home is shot up and cars are full of bullet holes...And a homeowner is left scared and frustrated. Someone drove 
up to the southwest Atlanta home and just started shooting. Residents say a "fringe element" is trying to intimidate 
law-abiding citizens who are trying to improve their neighborhood.

9/2/16     5/6p       3:10
A mother wants justice for her son after someone shot him in the stomach and left him for dead.
It happened Tuesday in a Clayton County subdivision. Tonight, the shooter is still on the loose.

9/2/16     10/11p      2:50
A woman wearing a cross is caught on camera inside a church. Deputies say she's not there for the sermon. Police 
are looking for the woman accused of stealing thousands worth of electronics from a Gainesville church.

9/5/16       5/6/10/11p      5:00
Atlanta police are investigating after a body is found on the patio of a home. We’re told the gruesome discovery was 
made while the place was being shown to prospective renters.

9/5/16     5/6p       3:00
An Athens family is desperate for answers nearly three weeks after someone shot and killed a man in his 
apartment... And in front of two little girls.  Athens-Clarke county police say Daimeyan Stevens died from a single 
gunshot wound on august 16th. 

9/5/16     5/6p      4:00
A frightening experience for an Atlanta woman after she finds a man sleeping on her patio furniture in her front 
yard. It happened early this morning before sunrise. Fox five spoke with the woman who found the unwanted guest. 

9/5/16     5/6p     3:00
It's a father's nightmare -- his car stolen from a southwest Atlanta gas station with his two toddlers in the back seat.

9/5/16     5/6p     3:10
Gwinnett county police investigating a man accused of stalking his ex-girlfriend have now filed additional charges 
against him. He’s suspected of setting fire to the house where the woman's family lives.

9/5/16       10/11p      2:20
Developing tonight--crooks steal a university of Georgia van at the Decatur book festival over the weekend. But that 
wasn't the worst of it. The vehicle was full of books the school planned to showcase and sell.

9/5/16      10p        1:30
A suspected car thief and kidnapper is on the loose-- and police in White County say he should be considered 
dangerous-- and he's only 17. Police say he "stole a car" -- and kidnapped his ex-girlfriend-- who managed to 
escape-- but is terrified he'll come back for her.

9/6/16        10/11p     3:20
A Fox 5 news alert in Conyers, where police are looking for a man with a gun, wearing a bandana. He held up three 
different stores, all within 24-hours. Fox 5 explains what police are doing to track down the suspect. 

9/7/16       5/6p      3:00
A man is dead and a woman is in critical condition after a shooting in a car on the interstate.
The couple was discovered parked on the side of the interstate during the morning rush hour.
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9/7/16     5/6p        3:00
Police are looking for the some of the people who stole a car with a child inside. The thieves struck while a dad 
pumped gas at a Quik Trip near the east west connector on south Cobb driver last night. They took off with the car 
while the child was still trapped in the car seat. But it wasn't long before police chased after them.

9/8/16      5/6p       3:20
This Stockbridge city council member is in trouble with the law tonight. Police have accused Lakeisha Gantt of 
setting her husband's clothes on fire. Officers initially arrested her on arson charges. But a judge decided to reduce 
those charges. 

9/8/16     5/6p      3:00
Fox 5 is on the scene of a shooting in Lamar County. The sheriff of Lamar County  tells Fox 5 his deputies had to 
fire on a man who was stalking his ex-girlfriend.

9/8/16     10/11p       3:00
An officer is behind bars and accused of "raping" an inmate while transporting her to jail. The GBI says it happened 
last month -- and after investigating -- arrested now former Riverdale officer "James Robinson junior" Tuesday.

9/8/16     11p      1:40
Some parents and students at a Cobb County high school say they're frustrated about crime near campus. "Osborne 
high school" went on lockdown last week because of an armed robbery.
And just Tuesday, police say someone "robbed a student" at gunpoint near campus.

9/9/16          5/6p              2:20
A man is wanted for sexual battery and public indecency.  Police say he exposed himself to a woman and assaulted 
her while she stood in the crowd at the dragon con parade at the corner of Andrew Young international boulevard 
and Peachtree Center Avenue.

9/9/16      5/6p        4:30
We're waiting for a judge to decide whether murder charges against a former DeKalb police officer will be 
dismissed. Attorneys for former officer Robert Olsen the third were in court today asking a judge to drop the 
charges. A grand jury indicted Olsen for felony murder in the shooting death of Anthony hill in March of 2015.

9/9/16      5/6p      3:00
The hunt is on for a bank robbery suspect and the FBI has offered a 25-hundred dollar reward for information 
leading to an arrest and conviction. And FBI agents don't just have one picture of his face -- they have all of these. 
That's because they say he robbed six banks around metro Atlanta.

9/9/16      5/6p      3:00
Police say a bank teller stole thousands from an 84-year-old man. And investigators say-- she tried to cover it up... 
By claiming he had *Alzheimer's." That woman was arrested.

9/9/16      5/6p     2:30
Someone steals a man's car out of a driveway....then minutes later the vehicle ends up in a hit-and-run crash. And 
that wasn't the worst of it for a southwest Atlanta father.

9/12/16       5/6       3:00
DeKalb county police are looking for the killer who gunned down a business owner as he left his restaurant. It 
happened Saturday night in the parking lot of a strip mall at Lawrenceville highway and Hugh Howell road. All day 
-- friends and customers have gathered at the Mai Thai restaurant to pay tribute to the owner.

9/12/16   5/6p        3:00
McDonough police think they've busted up a major robbery ring .They arrested three people accused of robbing a 
business in their city. But they think the three may also be responsible for burglaries in Henry County, Conyers, 
Rockdale County, and DeKalb County.
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9/12/16      5/6p       3:00
Take a look at this adorable dog -- but she's more than just a cute puppy. She was in training to become a service 
dog -- until someone stole her. Now, there's a frantic search and a reward for the return of little "Dorie."

9/12/16     5/6p     3:00
Tonight the first look at the dash cam video of a police chase .  Two teens landed behind bars after leading officers 
on a high speed chase in Fayetteville.

9/12/16      11P       1:30
Atlanta police say a woman and her friend were robbed at gunpoint just blocks from a popular hangout. It happened 
over the weekend near Krog street market where several families had gathered just hours earlier for a festival.

9/13/16        5/6p       3:00
There's a massive hunt for the man who pulled out a gun and shot a police officer. It all started when officer sherry 
hall noticed a man sitting in the Woodline on the side of a Jackson road. It was right around midnight. She 
confronted him -- and he pulled a gun and shot her. The bullet hit her the stomach -- but her body armor protected 
her. She fired back but the shooter ran away. 

9/14/16       5/6/10p        4:55
Police believe it is an attempted kidnapping in Cobb County. But what makes this one so scary is that the suspected 
kidnappers used another child to try to lure a 6-year-old boy. And when he wouldn't go -- the child grabbed the little 
boy. This all happened on hawk trace court in Marietta on Sunday evening. 

9/14/16     5pm              1:40
Clayton county police say they now have a suspect in a weekend drive-by shooting that killed a Lagrange man. They 
want your help to bring this man in- Clayton County, investigators believe the man may flee the state.  

9/14/16      5/6/10/11p                       7:35
Mangled metal and crumpled cars -- a crash kills one man and sends an Atlanta police officer to the hospital with 
life-threatening injuries. Officer Shawn Jones was off duty when the car he was driving crashed into  wall along 
Peachtree Street. Police tell us they're investigating this as a street racing case.

9/14/16      10/11p                       2:50
Gunned down outside his own restaurant--residents of Tucker say this man's "American dream" turned into a 
nightmare. Tonight-- two arrests in the murder of  Arum-Suk sohm-Pot.  DeKalb county police say he was killed by 
one of his own employees and her boyfriend-- ambushed then robbed and shot.

9/14/16     11pm                1:45
Police across Georgia are looking for a group of thieves who took a child with them when they committed their 
crimes.  They  have been stealing money from the video gaming machines at truck stops, including one in Emerson.

9/15/16          5/6p                  3:00
200 cellphones and tablets -- gone in a matter of minutes from an AT&T store on Piedmont Avenue. Atlanta police 
hope security video from the crime will help get these crooks behind bars—the robbers’ faces are caught on tape and 
police hope these images will be the key to capturing the men.

9/15/16            6/10p               3:20
Two Georgia law enforcement agencies join forces---to pull an accused child predator off the streets. Investigators 
say Richard Hayes' pretended to be a teenaged boy...and set up fake social media profiles to lure kids. Turns out, he 
managed to lure deputies, too.

9/15/16           10/11p              2:50
Two gun-related incidents in a matter of days have employees of one northeast Atlanta gas station  understandably 
concerned. First--a clerk says two armed men tied him up before stealing lottery tickets, cigarettes and cash. Then 
days later--a manager says someone pulled a gun on a customer in the parking lot.
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9/15/16             10/11       3:00
An army veteran and popular yoga teacher has been found murdered in an Atlanta home. It's a crime that has rocked 
a tight knit community. Police are trying to figure out why someone would kill this army veteran and then steal his 
car.

9/16/16          5/6p         3:35
A disabled veteran gets devastating news--her service dog has cancer. Then just hours later -- she finds out someone 
has broken into her car.

9/16/16           5/6/10       4:55
The founder of a Cobb County homeless shelter and addiction recovery center is in jail tonight, charged with rape 
and aggravated child molestation. Danny Wells -- also known as pastor 7 -- is the founder of the Garden Recovery 
Center. He's accused of abusing a 10-year-old girl. Now police worry there may be more victims.

9/16/16            5/6p                  3:20
Terrifying moments for a Gwinnett County woman--who woke up to find three men inside her house on Spring 
Drive. She was scared but she took action. She grabbed a gun -- and pulled the trigger, killing one of the intruders. 
The other two got away.

9/16/16           10/11p              3:20
Now to something you certainly don't hear every day...expensive fish are gone from a Villa Rica attraction after 
officials believe a trio may have decided to go fishing. Park managers say the missing fish could go for up to three -
thousand dollars each.

9/16/16              10/11p    3:35
A horrifying discovery for a 19 year old girl who found her missing grandfather, dead inside his Fulton County 
rental property. 74-year-old David Sherrer had been missing for a week-- and his family says they knew something 
just wasn't right from day one.

9/17/16                 6/10p                   2:50
Family and friends of a man murdered in downtown Athens are walking the streets tonight for the public's help. 
They're in desperate need of any information that could help police track down their loved one's killer.

9/18/16                       10/11p          2:45
It's the one place you expect to be peaceful. But church was anything but that today for some families in southeast 
Atlanta. While they worshipped in the sanctuary--thieves broke into nearly a dozen cars in the parking lot. And the 
pastor says all of it was caught on camera.
 
9/19/16             5/6p                    3:30
DeKalb county police are looking for the driver in a deadly hit and run accident. Police tell us that a mother and 
daughter were arguing on the side of the road at Candler road near interstate 20. The mother walked away -- and 
stepped into the road -- where a car hit her.

9/19/16             6/10 p                  3:20
Thieves targeted that new homeless shelter--crooks hit the facility in Rome this weekend--taking off with 
cash...food...and even a laptop. Now an effort is underway to replace what was lost.

9/20/16              5/6p                    4:25
It all started when a police received a 9-1-1 call from a terrified woman in a home on Williamsburg lane in 
unincorporated Norcross. She told the operator that armed men had burst into her home. All the while, she was 
hiding in the bathroom with three children. But as soon as officers arrived --  bullets started flying.

9/21/16                  5/6p          3:30
Check out this burglary duo - police say they've had a pretty good run since may-- but now police are onto them. 
One of them ended up in a swat standoff with DeKalb county police late last night.
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9/21/16           5/6p                3:00
A thief pulled a gun on a GSU student during a car break-in. Police say the armed man was breaking into a vehicle 
when a football player confronted him. That player went for help after the gunman pointed a gun at him. 

9/21/16               10pm          1:50
Dozens and dozens of cars broken into...seventy totals-- and all in one night. Atlanta police say the car the thieves 
were driving was stolen... and stocked full of stolen loot.

9/21/16            10pm            3:50
You may remember the story about four Lagrange teenagers who say they were approached by a gang member. 
Those teenagers said no and in turn asked the CEO of the housing authority for jobs...several times and never gave 
up. Police say gangs are no longer just an inner city problem—they exist in small towns too. 

9/21/16           11pm            1:55
Atlanta police say homicides are up... his year alone the department has recorded 80 homicides, at this time last year 
there were 64. The city is cracking down on crime and the department is releasing the results of operation whiplash -
- a three month operation.

9/22/16                  5/6/10/11p              5:00
New information about how police caught the men suspected of killing a Union City man. And it all started with 
another crime -- hundreds of miles away. Police say the suspects tried to rob a man in Harvey, Illinois. He fought 
them off  -- and followed them a few miles away to the town of South Holland. After they crashed -- police found 
evidence that they say linked the men to the murder of Lester Jones here in Georgia.

9/22/16              5/6/11p     3:05
A Sandy Springs man was just trying to get the mail -- when someone pulled up and started shooting. He was hit 
four times in his back and neck. It happened at an apartment complex on Glen ridge Drive. Now police are searching 
for the shooter.

9/22/16           11pm          1:10
A Fox 5 news alert female drivers need to hear—it’s a scary warning from DeKalb police that dangerous thieves are 
targeting women who are alone in their cars. Police also say these crooks have a frightening way of getting their 
victims to get out. 

9/23/16               5/6/10p          6:00
Police have captured the woman who they say shot her ex-boyfriend and killed his new girlfriend. 23-year old Tia 
Marie Dos Santos was just arrested in Knoxville, Tennessee. She faces murder and aggravated assault charges.   

9/26/16                   5/6/11 p                   4:35
DeKalb county police want to find out who fired a shot that hit a four-year-old boy in the leg. The little boy and his 
younger brother were in a car leaving their home off Flat Shoals road when a shot rang out. The bullet came through 
the car door hitting the child.

9/26/16         10pm            1:40
Three people are behind bars, after officers say they came across a suspected chop shop in south Fulton County. 
Officers say multiple missing vehicles have been located at an auto business on Fairburn road southwest. Fulton 
county police, the a-t-f, Georgia state patrol, and a-p-d's bomb squad all were there this afternoon.

9/26/16          11pm                    1:30
A wild shooting at a motel sends one man to the hospital and leaves three cars slammed. Fox five goes  inside the 
incident which added up to a streak of bad luck for the victims.
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9/27/16            5/6/11p                5:10
Cherokee county deputies have charged this substitute teacher with sexual assault. Deputies say 38-year-old Laura 
Rich had sex with two students last year. Rich surrendered to Cherokee county deputies last week and is no longer 
allowed to work in the school district. 

9/27/16            5/6p            2:55
A former Riverdale police officer accused of sexually attacking a woman made his first court appearance.  That 
woman was in in his custody at the time. When James Robinson Junior walked into court this morning he faced two 
charges -- rape and sexual assault. But during a length preliminary hearing -- a judge found probable cause for only 
one of those charges.

9/27/16          5/6/11p                 4:05
Bullets fly as a gunman shoots up a sheriff's deputy's house. The reward to find that shooter has jumped to more than 
12-thousand dollars. The deputy works in Douglas County -- but lives in Paulding County. Luckily, that deputy was 
not home when someone fired several shots into the home last night.

9/27/16    10/11p                  3:00
Police say a man groped and fondled two women while they were out for a run in broad daylight. Now police are 
searching for the man they say ambushed joggers in a popular Atlanta neighborhood. 

9/27/16    11pm                        1:30
It is a place of worship, but church members say it is more like a place criminals target...time and time again. 
Parishioners say Mount Glory First Ministry Baptist church in East Point has been burglarized eight times, just this 
year.

9/28/16                     5pm                      1:30
Thieves break into a Johns Creek home and make off with 100-thousand dollars in gold and jewelry. The victims 
say many of those pieces hold great sentimental value. 

9/28/16                   10/11p                2:15
Clayton county police say one of their own is on the *other* side of the law tonight. An arrest warrant accuses him 
of beating a teenage boy and putting him in handcuffs. Sergeant Kevin Hughes is also facing an internal police 
investigation.

9/28/16                11pm                        1:40
A grieving mother is pleading for anyone with knowledge about a deadly hit-and-run to step forward. Athens-Clarke 
County police say the victim was killed as he tried to cross the ten connector near Athens. 

9/29/16               5/10p                        3:15
A Fayette County deputy is out of a job and out on bond all because of what she did with a cell phone.  Theresa 
Delgado is facing felony charges for sneaking a cell phone behind bars and giving it to an inmate. 

 9/29/16               5/6/10p                    4:50
Thieves have set their sights on gas stations in metro Atlanta. But they're not targeting the businesses-- they're after 
your car. Now, unsuspecting drivers find themselves in terrifying and frustrating situations.

9/29/16                  11pm                       1:30
A warning from police for gun owners--officers wants people to stop leaving weapons inside their vehicles. That's 
because thieves have broken into nearly one-hundred cars recently. Investigators call it a major crime spree. But 
what worries officers most is the number of guns the crooks were able to steal.

9/30/16                  5/6p                      3:00
An undercover sting catches a couple of alleged purse snatchers who broke into several cars in metro Atlanta.  But 
the thieves weren't just interested in stealing purses,. They really wanted to get their hands on something inside 
them.
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9/30/16        10/11p                  3:05
Police believe a pair of thieves stole at least 50 real identities to make fake credit cards.
Officers arrested the two during a traffic stop on I-75 in Henry County.

FAMILY/YOUTH/STUDENT

7/4/16      5, 6, 10p      3:10
This is just the second year consumer fireworks have been legal in Georgia and business is booming.  This is one of 
the biggest days of the year for fireworks shoppers--but it's not just companies raking in the dough. One business is 
using the money to help at risk youth stay out of trouble. 

7/4/16 8A 1:45
Operation Oreo is an outreach program by Alpharetta Methodist to send cookies to 12 destinations overseas where 
U.S. Military forces and support crews are stationed

7/7/16 8A/9A 2:30
Atlanta Museum of Design partners with Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics to offer a special camps for 
children ages five to fourteen.  The young students are using the coursework to study the universe----learning about 
everything from sunspots, craters on the moon, and the basics of space and astrophysics.

7/11/16 5A/7A 1:45
Barrow County Little League 10 and under All-Stars gear up to compete in the National World Series

7/11/16 9A 2:45
Boys & Girls Club of Atlanta visit to talk about their “Salsa, Salsa” competition.  This program encourages young 
chefs in the arts of  cooking and gardening

7/11/16       10, 11p     3:10
Have you seen lots of people wandering around lately...  Glued to their phones?  They're  likely playing Pokémon 
Go.   It's the latest smartphone app that combines a virtual world and the real world. The app is hugely popular but 
law enforcement is already seeing some problems and is issuing warnings for players.

7/15/16 8A/9A 3:00
Rook & Pawn Board Game café in Athens, GA is offering a new mixture of edibles and education in a fun, family 
setting.  All started through a Kickstarter campaign

7/18/16       5, 6p      3:30
Pokémon Go continues to grow in popularity- and it has many police departments scrambling to keep players safe. 
Its popularity is forcing some police departments are beefing up patrols to keep up with the games popularity.

7/21/16        5, 6p         3:20
A special delivery like no other. Two Fayette county assistant principals were on their way to school on Wednesday, 
when this bundle of joy arrived. The educators parked on the side of the road and that’s when they say strangers... 
Including one of their student's father, stopped to help.

7/21/16        5, 6p      4:10
We're getting a behind the scenes look at how the mayor and police brass dealt with thousands of protestors who hit 
the streets after the deadly police involved shootings in Baton Rouge and Dallas.  Atlanta mayor, Kasim Reed, said 
he watched the police monitors for hours. He said as the number of protestors grew, *he decided to hit the streets.

7/27/16 8A/9A 2:30
Summer Youth Police Academy  allows young students to get an idea what working in law enforcement entails and 
whether or not they may want to pursue the career in their future
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7/28/16 8A/9A 2:00
Miracle Treat Day is a community outreach from Dairy Queen to help raise money for the Childrens Miracle 
Network

8/2/16 5A/7A 1:30
Highlighting the Prudential Teen Volunteer of the year

8/2/16 5p 1:40
Four teens in Lagrange have been making waves on social media after they went out looking for a job to avoid 
getting mixed up in gangs. One woman decided to give them an opportunity to stay out of trouble.

8/3/16 8A/9A 2:30
Camp Twin Lakes is a unique camping experience providing a getaway for Georgia youth dealing with disabilities, 
illnesses, and other special needs----this day we highlight Camp Infinity in Rutledge, GA

8/4/16 8A/9A 3:00
Stomach flipping fund-raiser:  the 5th Annual Coaster-thon at Six Flags helps raise money for Childrens Healthcare 
of Atlanta

8/4/16 10p 2:45
A Roswell community held a vigil to honor 17-year-old Natalie Henderson who was killed along with another teen 
at a Publix grocery store. 

8/4/15 10p 2:30
A Commerce police officer responding to an accident was caught on camera lying on the ground, comforting a little 
boy who was hurt. The picture went viral on social media. 

8/5/16 5p 2:40
A Lithonia Springs teenager has received a lot of attention after he gave his shoes to a homeless man. While greeting 
customers at Walmart Phil Powell noticed the man, and handed him his shoes. A customer snapped a picture and 
since then his story has gone viral on social media.

8/5/16 7A/9A 2:30
Call for Action helps--- a group of children and their chaperones show up at tourist attraction only to find out the 
park had given their tickets away---Call For Action is called and gets them into the park

8/6/16 10p 1:45
The family of a man who died after being hit with a police taser held a vigil to remember Troy Robinson. He was 
trying to climb a wall when he was tazed. He fell and suffered head and neck injuries and later died. 

8/6/16 10p 2:00
A vigil was held for a 16-year old pregnant girl who was shot and killed in northwest Atlanta. 

8/7/16 10p 2:30
Students and loved ones gathered to remember the head football coach at Southwest DeKalb High School, after he 
passed away just days before the start of the school year. 

8/8/16 5A/7A 1:45
Back to School security in Fulton County –we take a closer look at how schools will handle security and any 
potential threats

8/9/16 11p 1:35
It was just a small flash drive... found by a man in Morrow. But he says that flash drive holds some dear memories 
for a family. There are pictures that show a man in uniform on what appears to be a very special day.
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8/9/16 10p 3:00
Homeowners across north Georgia are using surveillance cameras to protect their property. but would you want 
police to be able to access your home security system? We're talking about giving the department permission to 
monitor all footage shot by the camera on *your* house. If you live in Brookhaven, you may soon have that option.

8/13/16 6p 1:45
A Newnan community came together to help the family whose house was broken into. Among the items taken was a 
Purple Heart awarded to a World War II veteran who later passed away.  The family received a new Purple Heart to 
replace the stolen medal.

8/14/16 10p 0:45
Thousands of people attended the “DeKalb Family Fun Day” event in Lithonia.  Organizers put together the event 
that included food, games and back-to-school giveaways.

8/15/16 6p 2:00
The Calhoun City School System has decided to allow a high school student with Down syndrome to participate in 
cheerleading with the assistance of a special coach who will work directly with her.  The school originally said the 
girl did not meet the qualifications to try out for the cheerleading team.  But that led to a widespread social media 
campaign in support of the student.

8/17/16       10p, 11p        4:00
It was a letter from a young boy that touched the heart of a soldier. So much so, the soldier carried it with her for ten 
years, and through several deployments.  Now that the soldier is home... she made a point of tracking down the boy 
who wrote the letter 10 years ago.

8/19/16 8A/9A 3:00
Annual competition highlights pastry chefs from around the world

8/24/16       5p, 6p       4:30
"A miracle" is what the family of a jasper man calls his recovery from a close call with death. Matt key was 
seriously burned and a co-worker was killed when they came in contact with electrical power lines. The survivor's 
mother says friends and family have given support to key and his wife in this difficult time.

8/26/16 5p 2:15
A high school in Bremen is paying tribute to a graduate who entered the military and gave his life for his country. 
The school is honoring the former football player with a new scoreboard at its football

8/28/16 10pm 2:30
Melita Curtis was doused in gasoline and set on fire by her ex-boyfriend.  She tells her story of survival to help end 
domestic violence.

8/29/16 5pm 1:00
DeKalb County Schools has taken disciplinary action against two students at Stephenson High School.  They are 
accused of setting fire to a 16 year old classmate’s hair a blaze and then hiding the lighter afterwards. 

8/29/16 6pm :45
A Gwinnett county jury has convicted Herbert Landell and his wife Lauren Fristed in the death of their infant child.  
The baby died from excess water intake and malnutrition because they were diluting her breast milk.  The couple did 
not take the infant to the doctor due to their religious beliefs. 

8/29/16 6pm 1:00
6 year old Imani Islam was succumbing to her injuries when she was rescued from her apartment fire in Northwest 
Atlanta.  Medics rushed her to the hospital but her burn injuries got the best of her. 
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8/29/16 5A/7A 1:35
Gwinnett County jail dogs program---matches inmates with dogs—that  can then be adopted or used as service 
animals

8/30/16 6A 1:00
Students open up, then expand food pantry in area schools with help from Publix Foundation

8/30/16 10pm 1:00
Osbourne High School was placed on lockdown after a robbery was reported nearby.  A swat team was also called 
in for the investigation.

8/30/16 10pm 1:00
The Gwinnett County School system of Lanier Middle School had been plagued with a stomach virus.  Friday, 186 
students were out sick.  Today that number fell to 86.  

8/30/16 6pm 1:00
Danielle Simms was arrested after her 2 year old was son was found walking down a highway. DFacs is 
investigating 19 year old Simms because this is the second time this same child was found wandering along the 
road. 

8/31/16  11pm 1:00
Gwinnett county police have found two children who are now with their father.  Their mother is in jail after she 
started a fire in her home.  Frances Owens checked her daughters out of school and was acting erratically. 

9/1/16      5pm       2:10
Snellville native, Aimee Copeland, made headlines in 20-12 when she contracted flesh-eating bacteria during a zip-
lining accident. Doctors had to amputate both of Aimee's hands... Her left leg... And right foot . A lot has changed 
since she fought for her life in a hospital bed.

9/1/16 9A 3:15
Actor Stephen Rider stops by to discuss historical movie on Discovery showcasing Harley & The Davidson---and 
details on the first African-American Harley dealer in the U.S.

9/2/16 8A/9A 2:30
Local costume shop specialized in all things for more than 25 years serving the metro Atlanta community as well as 
one of the city’s big annual conventions DragonCon----we take a comprehensive tour

9/5/16 9A 3:00
Interview with members of law enforcement, first responder and military community to talk about the Honor Ride 
program

9/5/16     5/6p       3:00
For decades, the Labor Day weekend meant the Jerry Lewis muscular dystrophy telethon would hit the air on 
television stations throughout the u-s, including right here on Fox 5.
Sadly, the telethon no longer airs, but the disease still lives and ravages too many families.
Fox 5 has the story of a nine year old boy with muscular dystrophy who has a simple request for his approaching 
birthday.

9/8/16 8A/9A 3:15
Honoring the legendary King of Soul Otis Redding with a visit to his ranch---and details on a weekend fund-raising 
event designed to help the Otis Redding Foundation which assists at-risk families

9/13/16 9A 2:45
Gearing up for the 2017 Bert’s Big Adventure---organizers stop by to talk about how you can apply your ill or 
special  needs child for the program
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9/15/16 5A/7A 1:35
Georgia Tech student is the youngest, and one of very few women racing professionally on the Monster Truck 
circuit.  We learn more about this young student-athlete who traveled across country from her home in California to 
pursue her studies in mechanical engineering.

9/16/16 5A/7A 2:10
Local police officer dresses up as Iron Man to visit children at area hospitals

9/19/16 9AM 3:00
Project Open Hand stops by to talk about upcoming fundraiser for this outreach program> pen Hand helps people 
prevent or better manage chronic disease through Comprehensive Nutrition Care™, which combines home-
delivered meals and nutrition education as a means to reinforce the connection between informed food choices and 
improved quality of life.

9/20/16 5A/7A 1:35
A follow-up story to a dog that needed special care and aids to help walk

9/22/16 5A/7A 1:25
Child passenger safety week: we talk with experts about importance and correct way to make sure you children are 
safe in vehicles

9/23/16 5A/7A 2:25
The LIFE program administered by Fulton County schools allows high functioning special needs kids to spend their 
senior year in a work-study environment instead of just attending class

9/28/16 8A/9A 3:30
Turner Field is closing up on October 2, 2016 as they Braves move to a new ballpark in 2017.  We highlight what’s 
coming up in the “final” five days as the Braves play their “last” homestand at The Ted

9/28/16               5pm                     2:05
When we talk about concussions, we usually think about high school or college athletes.
But younger players are also at- risk. The problem is there really hasn't been a tool to diagnose and monitor very 
young children with a suspected brain injury. But that's changing.

9/29/16            5pm                        2:40
The American Heart Association says kids eat way too many added sugars.  Many of your child's favorite breakfast 
foods are loaded with extra sugar. So why is sugar risky for children.... and what can you do to cut back on it?

9/29/16 5A/7A/9A 2:15
An alternative commute option:  we take an in-depth look at the Atlanta Bike Challenge; a program designed to get 
people out of their vehicles and onto their bicycles to commute to work

9/30/16 8A/9A 3:30
Petit Le Mans race at Road Atlanta----the 19th edition of this classic road race has become a tradition for race 
enthusiasts of all ages as fans and families descend on the bucolic racecourse

Wednesday’s Child

7/20/16 6pm 1:53
Zion-Foster home
Wednesday's Child Zion is considered medically fragile which means he requires a little more attention than most of 
the children we feature. But beyond that -- he is every bit an 11-year old boy who loves movies, dogs and the 
security of knowing he's loved.

http://www.projectopenhand.org/s-nutr-comp.asp
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8/03/16 6pm 2:34
Slingshot Entertainment-Siblings
It was a day full of excitement for a group of Wednesday's Child siblings. Wilber, Abdiaz, Maribel and Oscar spent 
the day at Slingshot Entertainment. It was a special day for the group since they do not live together.

8/31/16 6pm 2:20
Ryan-Georgia Aquarium 
When Wednesday's Child Ryan said his dream was to go scuba diving the Georiga Aquarium was all in. They gave 
him a chance to get up close and personal with sea life. Ryan isn't giving up hope on being adopted.

9/14/16 6pm 2:28
Brian-Shaken baby
In this week's Wednesday's Child we introduce you to a little boy who is all smiles. Brian has shaken baby 
syndrome and has spent years in the foster care system. The hope is to find him a forever home. 

9/28/16 6pm 2:04
Joseph-Game truck
Joseph is a teenager who has been through a lot and has spent years in foster care. Separated from his family and his 
brother, he hopes his time to find a forever family is coming very soon.

The Georgia Gang

7/10/16                       8:30AM /11:30PM                                         
Cobb Commission will revisit the half-mile Braves parking ordinance. Clearly this is a measure to protect Braves’ 
interests. Smart sports fans pick favorite spots at Turner and will at SunTrust. 

7/24/16                       8:30AM /11:30PM                                         

Governor Deal speaks to a criminal justice reform group and gives a hint to his legislative agenda - higher police 
pay, better training and lowering the incarceration rate.

7/30/16              8:30AM /11:30PM                                         
The Georgia Dome will be imploded in 2017. The lot will be used for parking and tailgating in 2018.  

Plans are released for Georgia State University’s re-development of Turner Field area. Walkable, smaller streets 
built around squares are proposed. 

Georgia Power and the Public Service Commission agree on plan for renewable energy sources. Changes could 
bring the power company to 12 percent of output.

8/7/16                       8:30AM /11:30PM          
The Atlanta Braves announce 7:30 starts and slides of 14 entry points to SunTrust. Dale Russell weighs in with 
travel to stadium videos.

Gov. Nathan Deal announced that Voxpro, an innovative customer experience and tech support provider, will create 
more than 500 jobs in Athens. Also, NCR is planning to build a second Midtown tower, adding another 1500 jobs.

9/4/16                       8:30AM /11:30PM                                         
The Georgia Chamber comes out with a plan for expanded Medicaid. It’s based on income levels and requires some 
form of payment.

The state brings 1100 jobs near Lithonia and Stonecrest from company called HomeChef.
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9/11/16                       8:30AM /11:30PM                                         
It’s the 15th anniversary of 9/11. The panel discusses how the nation and the state have changed, especially when it 
comes to homeland security.

Governor Nathan Deal nannies 20 percent pay raises for State Patrol and others, saying this 20 percent plus the 
earlier 6 percent puts Georgia troopers at No. 24, up from 50th. He also announces Sentury tire company is bringing 
1000 jobs to LaGrange. The city’s auto corridor continues to grow.

Jet Blue will resume service to and from Atlanta and wants T gates. The panel says competition is good.

Community Affairs
Issue-Oriented Community Projects

July - September 2016

May – August

MUST Ministries Summer Lunch Program

Thousands of children who normally eat free and reduced cost lunches at school are home during the summer 
with little or no food. Most are children of minimum wage workers who must leave their young ones in the care 
of a neighbor or older child. 

This critical situation is overcome in part with the effective MUST Summer Lunch Program. Every weekday for 
10 weeks, sack lunches are packed and hand delivered to targeted locations suggested by school counselors 
throughout the area. Bartow, Cherokee, Cobb, Forsyth, Gwinett, North Fulton, Paulding, and Pickens counties 
are all in the Summer Lunch network where staff, volunteers and donors bring daily meals to grateful children.

As the exclusive television sponsor, FOX 5 Helping Hands provided an extended PSA schedule, website 
presence, social media and related stories by an Anchor.  More than 303,524 were served. This was a 20% 
increase over last year.  

September 

American Heart Association – HEART WALK

The American Heart Association held its annual Metro Atlanta Heart Walk on September 24, 2016.  The walk 
encourages people to become more physically active and employers to be catalysts for change in creating a healthier 
culture within the work environment.  In addition to FOX 5 other corporate sponsors included Delta, Emory, United 
Healthcare and others.

As the exclusive television sponsor, FOX 5 Helping Hands provided an extended PSA schedule, involved our on-air 
anchor staff during the day of the walk, website presence, social media and related stories by our Health Reporter.  
More than 15,000 walkers participated and over $2.7 million was raised.


